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Preface
A brief description of the origin of thesis, the organizations involved and the people who
shadowed the project are presented.
In an era of historically high prices for metals and energy, manufacturers are feeling the pinch.
To ease the effect of increasing cost of these products, industries are taking a closer look at the
ways of keeping energy and material expenses in line. Investing in computer controlled
processes can be a strategy to cut cost. With ergonomic risks, consistency issues and high cost
of materials, the reliance on the flexibility offered by robots and computer controlled
manufacturing is a wise investment.
The need for an effective machining prospect upon automation of the material processing has
influenced the study to focus on developing a significant approach to identify best possible
machining strategy for efficient precision machining .This thesis is carried out as the final part
of Master’s programme in Mechanical Engineering at Halmstad University in collaboration
with Getinge AB. The need to automate the process of grinding and polishing at Getinge AB
resulted in the birth of this work where a detailed study of the tool path generation and
simulations were made.
The report consists of various section like literature review, methods employed, significant
results obtained and conclusions made from the analysis. The impact of tool path on material
removal characteristics were studied in detail and techniques to modify and optimize the
process based on various process parameters were analysed to facilitate better surface control
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Abstract
Products with complicated shapes require superior surface finish to perform the intended
function. Despite significant developments in technology, finishing operations are still
performed semi automatically/manually, relying on the skills of the machinist. The pressure to
produce products at the best quality in the shortest lead time has made it highly inconvenient
to depend on traditional methods. Thus, there is a rising need for automation which has become
a resource to remain competitive in the manufacturing industry.
Diminishing return of trading quality over time in finishing operations signifies the importance
of having a pre-determined trajectory (tool path) that produces an optimum surface in the least
possible machining time. Tool path optimization for finishing process considering tool
kinematics is of relatively low importance in the present scenario. The available automation in
grinding processes encompass around the dynamics of machining.
In this paper we provide an overview of optimizing the tool path using evolutionary algorithms,
considering the significance of process dynamics and kinematics. Process efficiency of the
generated tool movements are studied based on the evaluation of relative importance of the
finishing parameters. Surface quality is analysed using MATLAB and optimization is
performed on account of peak to valley height.
Surface removal characteristics are analysed based on process variables that have the most
likely impact on surface finish. The research results indicated that tool path is the most
significant parameter determining the surface quality of a finishing operation. The interdependency of parameters were also studied using Taguchi design of experiments. Possible
combinations of various tool paths and tool influencing parameters are presented to realize a
surface that exhibits lowest errors.
KEYWORDS
Surface finish, automation, tool path, kinematics, algorithms, optimization
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the past few years, manufacturing companies have been competitive in a progressively
dynamic atmosphere. Among them, small and medium-sized businesses are increasing
significantly, innovations are on the rise and product-life cycles have got shorter. For these
reasons, corporations have been compelled to devote additional effort and resources to combat
in an extremely competitive market while still generating profit.
Despite the accessibility of various tools and techniques projected for manufacturing industry,
it has been rumoured that makers are typically facing significant sensible issues when making
attempts to remodel operations aimed at implementing changes in the existing environments.
A very useful gizmo that helps avoid superfluous expenses and conjointly provide a concept
of the potential effectiveness of systems beforehand is simulation. According to Bennett,
simulation can be outlined as “a technique or a collection of techniques whereby the
development of models helps one to grasp the behaviour of a system, real or hypothetical”. For
this reason, simulation is widely related for exploring prospects and evaluating system
behaviour. It also accommodates the internal/external changes to support process improvement
efficiency.
Simulation has numerous benefits. For example; simulation deters real time process
interactions, avoids uncalculated implementation investments, modifies training and conduce
continuous improvements, examines mathematical models of analytic solutions to provide
process definitions and helps to understand the behaviour of a manufacturing system. Owing
to these benefits, a decent simulation if dispensed effectively will improve production. This is
often a key competitive advantage because, the design and implementation of production is
turning strategically vital among corporations. Information provided by the simulation models
are supported by input data. Therefore, it is vital that the variables are analysed properly and
that input data are reliable. Within the same approach, a comprehensive knowledge of statistics
is critical to interpret output information properly.
Optimization algorithms have become popular engineering activities, primarily as a result of
wide spread affordability of high-speed computers [180]. They are extensively utilized in those
engineering issues where the emphasis is on maximizing or minimizing an explicit goal. For
instance, optimization algorithms are habitually utilized in aerospace design activities to reduce
weight, just because each component or element adds to the overall weight of the aircraft.
Chemical engineers on the other hand have associated interest with planning or operating a
process plant for an optimum rate of production. Mechanical engineers design mechanical
elements with the aim of achieving minimum production cost or maximum rate of production.
Thus, the ultimate aim of the optimization is to enhance an existing method that meets the given
necessities and satisfies all the restrictions/constraints placed on it.
Machining parameters play very important role in deciding the quantity, value and rate of
production. Therefore a judicious choice assumes significance. The selected machining
parameters ought to yield desired quality of finish. Traditionally the selection of machining
parameters is administered on the expertise of the shop mechanic/planner or by referring the
accessible catalogues/handbooks.
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Manual selection of machining parameters reflects the matter of variability in expertise and
judgment of the planners. Additionally, the introduction of value intensive NC machines has
emphasized the utilization of resources at optimum levels. The use of both conventional and
NC machines at work has opened broad opportunities to automated strategies that suit the strain
of current industrial issues. Computer assisted procedures to select machining parameters have
been found reliable due to their ease, speed, accuracy and consistency as against their manual
counterparts. Numerous optimization techniques are often accustomed to realize the optimum
machining parameters for a specific machining operation.
Matlab is one simulation software package that is helpful in forecasting real time machining
effects. A real time simulation can calculate any likely setbacks in the form of tool breakage,
fixture damage, redundant machining, tool path interactions etc. Simulation delivers the
likelihood to line up “near-miss zones” round the parts to examine for close calls, and even
detect over-travel errors. The liberty to test the effects of variables by assigning different values
to it opens the gateway to optimize the process parameters. Production setback of any
magnitude is detrimental. However, Matlab provides countless possibilities to dramatically
proof check real time operations on an advanced mode to save valuable production time.
1.1.

Background

Process efficiency and product quality are vital to the competitiveness of manufacturing
industries. The continued challenge is to create components within the required tolerance and
with the least amount of time and value. In the machining industry, top quality and cost
effective machining are often achieved by the optimization of machining processes. Traditional
experience-based process planning strategies usually generate less than optimal machining
plans and have a tendency to be conservative within the choice of cutting conditions. The
conservative cutting conditions represent low machining efficiency and do not continuously
guarantee quality within the machining of advanced elements. As a result, it is important to
develop a process optimization methodology that is data driven.
Defined surface parts are usually utilized in the automotive, aeronautical, die and mold
industries. These elements are sometimes created in 3-axis or 5- axis CNC milling, grinding
and polishing, an operation within which tool-paths are crucial to part quality and cutting
potency. Over the past decades, various NC path planning approaches for surface machining
have been projected. These approaches assumed that the CNC machine tools and cutters are
rigid enough to operate without chatter throughout machining. Hence, the subjects they
addressed were on process efficiency, surface accuracy, roughness, cutting potency and
redundant machining. However, grinding is a deterministic removal process where tool path
significantly impacts the quality of finish. A basic demand hence is to uniformly cover the
whole surface. Therefore, the study of removal function of various grinding path is important.
The ultimate goal of the research is to provide optimum simulation based selection of tool paths
with the varying choices of grinding parameters. It also analyses the surface impacts of the
choices made in the selection of variables, thus enabling a solid understanding of grinding
process control.
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Company Presentation
Getinge Group is a leading global supplier of products and systems within healthcare and
research, and operates businesses under three brand names: Arjo and Huntleigh, Getinge and
Maquet.
Getinge Sverige AB is responsible for sales, education, service, validation and reserve parts
within the areas of disinfection and sterilization in Sweden. Target groups are health and
medical care, pharmaceutical industries and research sectors. They provide solutions for
infection control within health and medical care, and contamination prevention within
biotechnology.
Getinge Sterilization AB, subsidiary of Getinge AB, develop, design, and market sterilizers
and disinfector equipment for hospitals and pharmaceutical industries. The company is based
in Getinge, Sweden.
The industrial project is performed in conjunction with Getinge Sterilization AB based on their
requirement to automate the process of grinding for the development of sterilization equipment
with the highest quality.
1.2.

Aim of the study

The research is a part of an industrial project initiated by Getinge AB that aims at developing
a better strategy for an effective grinding operation. The aim of the project is to identify the
possible movements of the CNC grinding system considering various tool paths, simulations
and rigorous evaluation to determine the optimum way to effectively process a part with the
highest possible quality. The project consists of the following sections:
1. Generating different algorithms for possible tool movements that can completely cover
the work surface.
2. Implementing parameter optimization on the simulated tool function to identify the
required surface quality.
3. Identifying the relative importance of parameters in the CNC grinding process.
4. Determining the best possible combinations of tool path (correlating parameters) to
attain an economically feasible process.
1.2.1. Problem Definition
In an era of historically high prices for metals and energy, manufacturers are feeling the pinch.
To ease the effect of increasing cost of these products, industries are taking a closer look at the
ways of keeping energy and material expenses in line. Investing in computer controlled
processes can be a strategy to cut cost. With ergonomic risks, consistency issues and high cost
of materials, the reliance on the flexibility offered by robots and computer controlled
manufacturing is a wise investment.
The study aims at generating various tool paths and identifying its impact on the material
removal rates in computerized grinding process. It requires simulations to visually analyze the
variations and effects to arrive at a best possible machining strategy. The research also involves
the analysis of various process parameters which might potentially affect the quality.
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1.2.2. Significance of the Study
The study offers a comprehensive analysis towards investigating the impact of operational
parameters on the grinding process. This provides the companies with indicators and guidelines
(optimum path and parameters) for successful implementation of an effective grinding and
polishing operation. The work channelization from generation to optimization also takes into
account the different choices of operating variables and its likely impact on the surface. A
sound prior knowledge on these factors will put the company in competitive advantage.
1.2.3. Practical Implications
The awareness of an efficient tool path for grinding operation, blended with an apprehension
of interacting variable behavior on production efficiency can potentially guide organization in
implementing changes in existing efforts. It also prepares them for the next widely popular
change method as and when it arrives.
1.2.4. Originality/Value
The paper presents the comparison and effects of tool path, tool diameter, tool selection,
relative speed, pressure, depth of cut and so on with respect to surface quality (error to removal
value). Although there are a number of papers published on optimization of CNC milling
process, it was found that there is a dearth of literature for the grinding operation. The results
show the best available tool path, the most influential parameter and an optimized range of
parameter values for an efficient grinding process.
1.3.

Research Limitations

The research is primarily based on information developed from the analysis of the literature
and data amalgamated from the simulations and analysis. It lacks the comprehensive analysis
with respect to specific grinding operation due to the following concerns:



Dearth of literature on optimization of CNC grinding processes
Lack of enough supporting data from the company’s view. As a result, few assumptions
had to be made for the analysis.

However, abundance of literature on milling operation and its similarities with grinding, except
for certain junctures, makes up for the limitation to an extent. The analysis for the research is
limited to plane samples and free surfaces. Effect of removal simulation on the sculptured
surfaces could be explored further. Furthermore, comparison of simulated data with the real
time working environment could not be made due to practical limitations.
1.4.

Individual responsibility and efforts

The research was performed by two Master students in Mechanical Engineering department
under the supervision of an academic supervisor at Halmstad University. The responsibilities
for the research were distributed among the participants based on their knowledge and expertise
in the concerned field. The research involves both individual and combined participation in
various sectors:
i.

Sarath Chandran and Jithin Abraham Mathews were both equally responsible in the
research and both can be held accountable for writing this paper.
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ii.
iii.
iv.

v.

Both Jithin and Sarath contributed in gathering information about the prevailing
techniques and literature on tool path generation and optimization.
Sarath and Jithin were both equally involved in devising methods for generation and
optimization required for the research and also their critical evaluation.
Sarath was primarily involved in developing algorithms for tool path generation and
simulation of the material removal in MatLab. Parameter effect analysis and providing
the base for optimization within the software was also carried out by Sarath.
Jithin had a major hand in identifying individual and correlative importance of
parameters. Executing Taguchi optimization technique was also one of Jithin’s major
tasks.

Results and conclusions were derived under the guidance of the supervisor.
1.5.

Study Environment

Products with free surfaces are widely applied in industries where surface quality plays an
important role to fulfil the targeted functions. As grinding path of machine tool affects the
removal function considerably, it is highly necessary to study the finishing path of freeform
surfaces. Thus an immediate technology (automation) is to evaluate the impact of the
machining characteristics for optimum surface quality in a cost effective manner has led to the
development of this research study.
The need for an effective machining prospect upon automation of the material processing has
influenced the study to focus on developing a significant approach to identify best possible
machining strategy for efficient precision machining .The research was performed in
collaboration with Getinge AB on the premises of Halmstad University.
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Chapter 2: Theory
2.1 Literature Review
The efficiency of any machining process relies upon on its ability to remove maximum material
at the shortest possible time without compromising surface requirements.
A tool path interval which is too big produces a rough surface whilst the one that is too small
can increase the machining time making the method much less efficient. Another essential
selection is to identify an efficient tool path that covers the complete surface with minimum
overlapping. The need for human interactions at some stages in CNC process can result in
difficulties to integrate design with manufacturing. To automate and overcome this difficulty,
a strategy to broaden algorithms for a described tool path primarily based on accurate tool path
interval is essential. For the same motive, the focal point of the theoretical evaluation of this
paper is largely to devise paths; its generation and optimization.
2.1.1 Tool Path Generation Approaches
The purpose of tool path generation is to create a machined floor which intently approximates
the CAD designed surface within a prescribed tolerance. The concept of tolerance is central to
manufacturing, and its importance cannot be overlooked. Therefore, the errors introduced by
using tool path generation algorithms, specifically, the mistakes caused by the use of the linear
segment to approximate the preferred machining curve ought to be bounded. Machined
surfaces have to be gouge free, and the scallop height between the tool paths is to be controlled
[1].
Tool path generation techniques on free-form surfaces have been heavily studied in the past.
Tolerance analysis while generating tool paths on free-form surface has been studied by
Young-Keun Ehoi et al [2] to generate an algorithm that reduces manufacturing time whilst
retaining the given tolerance. Similar efforts were made by C. Lartiguea et al [47] on freeform surfaces to evaluate the maximum scallop for planar cubic B-spline curves. C. C. Lo [49]
focused on a new kind of CNC system tool interpolator that was capable of generating the
cutter path for ball-end milling of a free-form surface. The proposed surface interpolator
method had gained the advantages for minimizing the information loaded to the CNC machine
tool and preserving the favoured feed rate and position accuracy alongside the CC route. R. S.
Lin and Y. Koren [50] presented an analytical approach for planning an efficient tool path in
machining free-form surfaces on three-axis milling machines. This new method makes use of
a non-constant offset of the preceding tool-path. Suresh, D. C. H. Yang [51] also developed a
novel approach for the NC tool path generation of free-form surfaces. Results indicated
significant reduction in the size of the CL (cutter location) data observed in addition a reduction
within the machining time.
Scallop height was further investigated by Sug-Gun Lee et al [3] where the authors generated
tool paths for steady scallop-peak machining. A contour offset approach to spiral tool path
technology with regular scallop peak was confirmed by Eungki Lee [6] and further
development was made by His-Yung Feng et al [7] on three-axis sculptured floor machining.
It involved the tool path generation based on regular scallop height using three-axis ball end
milling. The work suggested that the constant scallop-height machining achieves the specified
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machining accuracy with fewer and shorter tool paths than the preceding path generation
techniques.
Path generation on slightly more complex surfaces have also been looked into by researchers
in the past. L.P Zhang et al [4] investigated for mold design modification algorithms for threeaxis (CNC) machining based on ball end mills were generated. The algorithm and scallop
height has been examined on numerous commercial components and it has been validated to
be efficient and robust.
Sang C. Park [5] investigated tool route technology for z-constant counter machining and
presented a tool path generation technology. One of the closest researches to the above was
carried out by Chuang and Yau [18]. The authors developed a novel method for z-level
contour tool path generation algorithm in NC machining of triangulated surface models. On
evaluation, this method is more efficient and flexible to be applied on triangulated surfaces.
Pocket milling is one of the more commonly used CNC process and requires efficient tool path
generation techniques. Relevant literature in the area of pocket milling shows that Suh and
Shin [9] presented a neural network technique called as SOM (Self Organizing Map) to roughcut tool path planning of pocket milling operations. Z.Y. Zhao et al [32] also proposed an NC
tool path generation strategy that can optimize NC machining system for pocket milling using
bi-arc transition segments in contour-parallel tool paths. M. Rauch et al [22] proposed several
upgrades associated with excessive-pace milling procedure. Two interpolation models were
examined and compared. M. Held and C. Spielberger [23] added a new algorithm in addition
to the above literature, for generating a spiral tool route for excessive-velocity machining of
pockets without islands. Advancement in the field of milling was further initiated by H.S. Choi
and K.W. Chan [42] where they produced an advanced tool path pattern for pocket milling
based on add-on user function in a CAD/CAM system. The approaches of creating stepped
forward improved tool path for corner shapes were explained.
In 5-axis CNC tool path generation for sculptured surface machining, Lee [10] advanced a
brand new approach in which he employed a feasible machining strip assessment for most
efficient non-isoparametric 5-axis tool path generation. Comparing the conventional approach,
the proposed technique generated efficient tool paths by lowering the redundant overlapping
between adjacent tool paths. Erdos [21] also contributed to the field of 5-axis milling where
his algorithms could solve tool correction issues. N. Wang et al [28] provided a five- axis toolcourse technology algorithm that aimed at improving machining efficiency and accuracy. In
polynomial interpolation of five-axis machining, Langeron [17] formatted a new tool path.
This format dealt with geometrical problem of tool path calculation. N. Wang et al [31] also
presented an approach to 5-axis floor machining tool-route by considering angular speed
restriction in the search system. L. Quan et al [26] advanced special software program to plot
cutting path for ruled floor impellers.
Kim and Choi [11] evolved a new tool path generation approach for 3-axis milling by the use
of guide surface. Koren [12] exhibited a new method by the use of non-constant offset of the
preceding tool path which enhanced the accuracy and performance of 3 axis surface machining.
Lo and Lin [13] also developed a new tool path scheduling approach that become capable of
controlling the surface blunders, improve the efficiency in the feed forward segmentation and
path interval segmentation. However, an important contribution in the area of sculptured
surface with 3-axis ball end milling was by Feg and Li [14]. They introduced a constant scallop
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height machining that obtained the required machining accuracy with fewer and shorter tool
paths. H. Y. Feng and N. Su [48] carried out an integrated approach for the concurrent
optimization of tool path and feed rate for the finish machining of 3-d plane surfaces with the
use of ball-end milling.
In multi axis sculptured surface machining, Chiou and Lee [15] introduced a Machining
Potential Field (MPF) approach to generate new tool paths. This method in comparison to the
conventional techniques reaped better surface finish with shorter machining time. Chen [16]
carried out studies for machining complicated sculptured parts and offered a progressive and
cost-effective technique for carrying out multiple-axis CNC machining.
L.P. Zhang et al [40] contributed a mold modification tool path regeneration algorithm for
three-axis CNC machining primarily based on ball end mills. Similar works were carried out
by Z. C Chen et al [41] who generated paths by mechanically subdividing a complex
sculptured surface into easy to-system surface patches. T. Chen and P. Ye [45] also proposed
a method to generate interference-free tool path for machining whereas Y. Zhongwei and J.
Shouwei [39] presented a method primarily based on region-through vicinity variations.
Extensive research works had been performed within the field of CNC tool path generation
approach in last two decades. Junmei and Gaohua [19] employed a brand new PSO approach
to find optimum process parameters in turning machining while Kim [20] generated an
efficient tool-path technique with polyhedral model for smooth-up machining. V. Giri et al
[37] took into consideration Master Cutter Paths (MCPs) derived from the maximum or
minimal curvature loci of the floor. Z. Yin [38] proposed revolutionary fitting and multi
resolution device course generating techniques. The performance of the generated algorithm
has been proven and consequences show a 20% reduction in machining time. Meanwhile, S.
Mansour [43] applied simple but effective software to link CAD programs and CNC machine
tools. The algorithm was tested and implemented on actual-global facts. After roughing, it is
essential to identify the clean-up regions. Figuring out these regions requires primary
computations: a 2d-curve offsetting and a second-Boolean operation. To avoid those heavy
operations, M. Chang, C. M. Kim, S. C. Park [27] provided a tool-path generation method
for sidewall machining, a process that was essential inside the fabrication of many mechanical
components.
Y.H. Peng and Z.W. Yin [24] offered a green technique for producing NC tool paths from a
few trimmed surfaces. Three kinds of manage points were determined to assemble an
underlying NURBS surfaces. NC device paths had been then generated based on those surfaces
and this method was further simplified by Z.C Chen and Q. Fu [33]. In the area of evaluating
machining capabilities, B.T. Sheen et al [34] evolved an effective approach. Z.C. Chen, D.
Song [35] accomplished a realistic approach to generate accurate iso-cusped tool paths for
sculptured surface components. This method is probably, without problems, carried out into
computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) software program structures, to sell the usage of Isocusped device paths within the production industry. A. Jimeno et al [36] developed a set of
rules to compute device direction. This literature was elemental in comprehending tool-surface
collision.
L. Chu et al [25] proposed an easy algorithm to simplify the process for getting tool-course
information whereas T. Chen, Z. Shi [29] provided insights into tool direction technology.
Furthermore, S. Makhanov [30] optimized the device route of a numerically controlled 5-axis
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milling machine through set of three algorithms. S.S. Makhanov et al [44] supplied a new
method to tool route optimization of milling robots primarily based on a global interpolation
of the desired surface with the aid of a virtual surface composed from tool trajectories.
Erkorkmaz et al [46] delivered a spline trajectory generation algorithm that produced
continuous position, velocity, and acceleration profiles. The spline interpolation was realized
as a singular approach that gets rid of feed rate fluctuations. C.Lartigue et al further [8]
investigated CNC tool paths on B-Spline curves.
2.1.2 Optimization of Tool Path Strategies and Machining Parameters
Optimization refers to a system of searching for the best solution in the space of viable
solutions. In manufacturing and production, optimization may be performed to achieve various
technological end points including





attaining the best possible surface quality
minimizing tool wear
attaining shortest machining time
minimizing machining costs

Optimizing cutting tool paths is one of the approaches to attain the worldwide trend of
enhancing throughput and reducing the cost of manufacturing in the manufacturing industry.
With the continuing mission in production to supply high quality products at the lowest cost,
application of optimized tool paths is usually a lacking link. The usefulness and performance
of a CNC machining centre is also dependent on the tool and the tool path applied throughout
machining. Optimization of tool path applied in manufacturing can increase productivity [53].
Conventional tool paths can be modified or additional tool paths can be appended to reap the
best tool path.
Kim H. [54] offered an optimized tool path, which maintained Material Removal Rate (MRR)
as constant as possible. The algorithm was applied for two-dimensional end milling operations,
and cutting tests were accomplished by way of measuring spindle current, which is proportional
to MRR, to reflect the state of machining. Yao et al [57] evolved a tool path that combined
specific cutter path patterns, for different sections of the pocket. Different tool path patterns
were systematically analysed, and several current heuristics for deciding on cutter path patterns
were discussed. Based on observations, algorithm was generated by using special patterns in
different regions of the geometry and seamlessly joining them together.
Pateloup et al [55], proposed a pocketing tool path improvement technique that concerned
change of the values of the corner radii so as to increase real feed rate. This technique changed
the radial depth of cut variations along the tool path. Use of B-splines for tool course
computation became a remarkable improvement in this method. Choy et al [56] also proposed
tool path for pocket milling. Authors appended bow-like additional segments to the corner
sections in the tool route in contrast to the traditional contour-parallel tool route .It ensured that
such that corner material was removed regularly in several passes, to prevent upward thrust in
slicing resistance.
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Tool Path Selection
There exists a gap in the criteria that is utilized in choosing/generating tool path as against what
is applied in machining. Through the evaluation of quality and performance of the alternative
solutions, an optimal solution must be selected. In optimization of milling tool path, factors
such as cutting tool geometry and material, work piece material, part geometry and use of
coolants need to be taken under consideration. Some of the procedures that have been applied
in optimizing tool paths include reduction of machining time, minimization of cutting forces,
amendment of corner sections and averting redundant tool movements and potential collisions
[178].
Neural networks have also been carried out in optimizing tool paths, as defined in the research
by Korosec et al [58]. They verified on how artificial neural network could predict milling tool
path strategies. The study was based totally on manufacturing of car lighting equipment with
the aid of the tool store industry. Their technological ambition was to obtain the best possible
surface-quality of machined work pieces while measuring surface roughness.
Energy consumption
Unique pocketing tool route alternatives have exclusive time and power requirements. This
leaves room for improvement in power performance by choosing tool paths that minimizes
energy consumption. Youngwook [52] based research on Micrography, a unique type of
calligraphy, to develop an algorithm to select pocketing tool path that minimizes energy
consumption, considering the fact that each processes are very similar.
Number of tool retractions
Tang et al. [59] supplied an algorithm primarily based on zigzag milling to minimize the wide
variety of tool retractions for a pocket with holes and islands. The goal of the algorithm was to
find the optimum inclination of the sweep lines and the minimal number of partitions required
for the pocket to be machined. The partitioning was then performed in this sort of way that no
tool retraction was required inside a sub-region. Sang et al [60] executed an observation
analysis on Contour-parallel offset (CPO) machining, which makes use of successive offsets
of the boundary curves of the pocket as the tool path. They evolved an algorithm that
guaranteed zero tool retractions by employing a concept referred to as TPE-net, which offers
facts on parent-child segments. From this, a route is deliberated through the TPE-net to
producing a CPO tool course without tool retractions.
Machining time
In an experiment carried out by Jayswal and Taufik [61], two techniques had been
investigated to reduce machining time. The first strategy communicated with Mastercam
software by means of optimization of tool route with the use of CAD/CAM simulation. The
second strategy required choice of superior cutting parameters for pocket milling procedure.
Outcome of selected process variables were investigated by the usage of Taguchi’s method and
Response Surface Methodology (RSM).
Daneshmand et al [62] investigated the numerous tool paths available in common CAD/CAM
software, CATIA and Mastercam, to decide the most appropriate tool course. The accuracy of
the operations validated the maximum appropriate tool route. Their research results indicated
that machining times were highly dependent on the type of tool and tool path. A similar
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experiment was conducted by El-Midany et al. [63] who concluded that the outcomes were
dependent on element geometry, physical characteristic of cutting tool and cutting situations.
Another observation based on machining time involved development of a machining time
model to compare machining efficiency of four tool paths frequently applied in manufacture
of dies and moulds. The model evolved by Kim and Choi [64] considered the effects of
acceleration and deceleration throughout machining. Consistent with the records given in
figure 2.1, the smooth zigzag was discovered to be the most efficient regardless of the feed rate
and path intervals used.

Figure.2.1. Graph showing machining times for various tool paths [64]

Minimizing deflection forces, and consequently, errors
Another approach that has been implemented in selection of milling paths for complicated
surfaces is minimization of dimensional errors because of tool deflection, which was provided
by Lopez de Lacalle et al [65]. This resulted in an improvement of accuracy on milled
surfaces.
Keeping constant cutting forces and chatter avoidance
Cutting forces at the point of contact between the cutting tool and the work piece affect the
prevalence of chatter vibrations and therefore, the tool life and the surface finish. Tool paths
generated with the aid of CAM software seldom place attention to the physical process
concerns. In order to address this issue, H. Kim [54] introduced and verified an optimized tool
course, which ensures that a Material Removal Rate (MRR) as steady as viable is maintained.
This results in consistent cutting forces and chatter vibrations being averted to an incredible
extent.
Fending off redundant tool movements and potential collisions
Choi et al [66] proposed a method centred at warding off redundant tool movements and
potential collisions in multi-material layered manufacturing (M.M.L.M.) of heterogeneous
prototypes. The method facilitated control of M.M.L.M. and elevated the fabrication
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performance of complex objects with the aid of producing multi-tool paths that avoid redundant
tool actions and potential collisions.
Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machines had been widely used in manufacturing
industries specifically in machining operation. The principle benefit of CNC machining is to
attain the highest machining accuracy with easy programing and repeatability in complicated
components machining [67-69]. The selection of suitable machining parameters is thus an
essential section in optimizing machining process. The necessary parameters for CNC
machining are cutting velocity, tool path, and cutting distance [70]. Tool path efficiency is
associated with the variety of machining components consisting of work-piece material, tool
and many others [71, 72]. One of the key features that improve efficiency of CNC machining
is the optimization of tool course [73-75]. Tool path generation is one of the most challenging
elements in CNC machining. Some papers present new methods in tool path planning with
various strategies and specific parameters associated with the CNC machining.
Milling process
Suh and Shin [76] exhibited a new method to rough-cut tool path planning of pocket milling
operations. In 5-axis CNC tool path generation technology for sculptured surface machining,
Lee [77] offered a new method. Kim and Choi [78] developed new tool path generation of
three-axis milling by means of the use of guide surface, which is built with the machining area
to be cut on the part surface. Also, Koren [79] provided new approach through the usage of a
non-consistent offset of the preceding tool course. For improving the accuracy and performance
of 3 axis surface machining, Lo and Lin [14] followed a brand new tool path scheduling
approach. In tool course optimization, Makhanov et al. [80] proposed new methods to improve
milling tool trajectories which combined inverse kinematics strategies and varying gridding
approach.
In sculptured surface machining with 3-axis ball end milling, Feg and Li [81] developed a
technique for the determination of efficient tool paths. In multi-axis, sculptured surface
machining, Chiou and Lee [82] present a Machining Potential Field (MPF) as discussed
earlier. Chen et.al [83] provided an innovative and cost-effective method for carrying out
multiple axis CNC machining. In polynomial interpolation on 5-axis machining, Langeron et
al. [84] offered a brand new format of tool route.
Chuang and Yau [85] evolved a novel method for z-level contour tool path generation
algorithm in NC machining of triangulated surface models and Junmei and Gaohua [86]
executed new PSO method to locate foremost process parameters in turning machining. Kim
et al. [87] put forth a new efficient tool path generation approach with polyhedral model in
curve-based totally for clean-up machining. Erdos et al. [88] provided a new data model on
algorithms for 5-axis milling machining to solve tool correction problem.
In free form surface machining Chen and Shi [89] displayed a unique method to broaden and
automate three-axis machining whereas a tool path optimization of 5 axis milling was instituted
by Castagnetti.et al [90]. Ülker E et al. [91] undertook Artificial Immune Systems (AIS) to
generate new tool course. For globally minimizing the cutting forces on process mechanics for
any given free form surfaces, Lazoglu et al [92] exemplified a new tool path generation
approach. The evolved tool route optimization approach can deal with numerous targets under
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various constraints. As an end result, the most reliable paths can be achieved for free form
surfaces with the radical approach [182].
Rauch et al. [93] proposed improved tool path generation for pocket milling application. In
machining of complex shaped elements with five-axis machining, Lauwers and Plakhotnik
[94] provided new algorithms in tool path generation. Zhao et al. [95] proposed an advanced
NC tool path approach with the intention to find a remedy and Giménez et al. [96] contributed
in improving the tool path computation. Tool path planning is also a key in milling process and
Zhou et al [97] generated planning techniques primarily based on the offset theory and the
kinematic dominated surface approximation.
Cutting process
Ching Lo [98] gives a new approach in tool path generation to receive the favoured feed rate
(or cutter contact speed) alongside the sculptured surface because current techniques for tool
path generation adopts a constant pace alongside the cutter location route and do no longer
satisfy feed rate specification. To address this issue, Cus and Balic [99] employed new
approaches on GA for fixing the optimization issues in cutting operations. Ching Lo [101]
supplied a new technique for 5-axis machining programs for real-time generation and control
of the cutter route. Cus and Balic [100, 102] contributed further in the improvement of cutting
situations with GA in metal cutting method.
Jiangang Li et al [103] put forward the concept of data densification to reduce the non-linear
error and cubic spline approach to further smoothen the tool path. Traditionally, the tool course
that is generated using the computer aided manufacturing software was converted into
numerical codes (NC). Nataly Medina-Rodríguez et al [104] improved the application of the
traveling Salesman trouble (TSP) to offer a solution which shortens the cutting tool route travel
via parallel idea of Ant Colony Optimization technique. Mohamed Azaouzi and Nadhir
Lebaal [105] experimented tool path optimization with the use of response surface technique
for single point incremental sheet forming. The authors of this paper proposed an optimization
strategy in a forming method to lessen the producing instances and homogenize thickness
distribution of an asymmetric part.
C. Manav et al [106] developed for the first time a tool path generation method based on the
process mechanics which traditionally was primarily based on the default tool paths available
inside the CAM systems. This approach globally minimized the cutting forces for any free form
surfaces. W.H. Yang and Y.S Tarng [107] worked with the Taguchi approach to obtain the
finest cutting parameters and the parameters which affected the overall cutting performance.
Wei He et al [108] provided a paper which adopts the adaptive grid generation technique to
supply an ideal tool path on the basis of Iso-parametric grid
Many papers have provided numerous complex methods to optimize a zigzag, spiral or window
frame pattern (Kamien and Li [109] and Chou and Yang [110]) regularly mixed with
strategies coping with the geometric complexity of the work piece (Koren [111] and Kim and
Jeong [112]). Moreover, off-line methods are available to generate an appropriate non-uniform
tool path, for instance: the neural network modelling technique (Suh & Shin [113]), the
Voronoi diagram method (Jeong & Kim [114]), the monotone chain method (Park & Choi
[110]), the distance map technique (Jeong & Kim [114]), space filling curves (Sharma [115]),
and many others. However, a robust algorithm to generate such complex patterns is an
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undertaking with only the ‘structured’ zigzag/spiral having the suitability to be embedded in
the traditional CAM applications attributable to its robustness and simplicity.
2.2 Path and time controlled machining
Path controlled machining
Machine tools are automated to a large extent. Path control of CNC has a vital influence on the
optimization of machining times under the given requirements for accuracy and surface quality.
For machining any contour of the work piece, tool has to be moved alongside a given path
during machining operation. Contour path is approximated by data values or set points and path
sections between these set points. Control of paths between the set points is generally
performed by an interpolator. The function of the interpolator is to divide this path into path
increments of finite length. Interpolator must generate possible geometric information from the
analytically given shape of the path function and feed at the correct time and adequate accuracy
to continue the machining operation. However, no continuous time functions are put in the
position control loop that determines the position of the tool or work piece. Numerical
determination of function or path results in quantization of path. From the given stored path
data, interpolator generates numerical values of the reference input variables of the respective
position control loop. Separate position control loops are provided for each axis and they do
not influence each other. Incorrect motions in the direction of individual coordinate axis will
result in difference between the given intermediate scan point and momentary actual position.
This variation must be within permissible limits. Exceeding the so called drag distance in the
direction of one axis will force the process to increase the speed of the corrective action in that
direction resulting in instability and vibrations.
Path controlled machining is based on identifying the best possible path traverse from a set of
points in the local space that could be executed so as to optimize the overall machining
operation. Intermediate points scanning is affected after a given number of displacement
pulses. Hence the scanning time is not determined time dependently but geometrically. The
scanning time is determined as a function of path and also as a function of actual machine
motion. The parameters that encompass the machining is greatly influenced by the path that
the tool follows and modifications are performed accordingly.
Time controlled machining
Real time control of manufacturing process is a challenging issue. Need for efficient production
requires new strategies in order to make correct decisions in an acceptable time.
Numerical simulation based control is in a sense an appealing alternative to the conventional
approach since it provides the operator with an additional source of information, confirming
his choices or in reverse suggesting a more adapted strategy. Approach makes use of
measurements for identifying the real geometry and correcting the trajectory of the tool
accordingly. Information such as forces applied on the tool, machining depth and geometry are
used as input data for the numerical model. An optimized trajectory is then designed thus
allowing a fast and robust online correction of tool path.
Time controlled polishing can either be time invariant or time variant. The latter deploys time
variant tool influence function while the former uses a constant polishing tool removal
characteristic. A common attribute shared by them is that the material removal operation is
governed by the duration of tool contact at a specific point on the work surface. It is one of the
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most commonly used material removal technique and is based on the dwell time factor. It
implies that, longer the tool contact with the work piece, greater the removal exhibited.
The moving velocity plays a significant role in time controlled machining. In a time invariant
process, the dwell time-profile is calculated and this together with the work piece geometry is
then used to generate a CNC program in order to control the polishing machine [184].
According to the calculated dwell time profile, the moving velocity of the polishing tool is
changed during processing [185]. Technical limitations hinder the moving velocity to exceed
the process specific maximum. It indicates that there is an additional run required on the surface
to make the surface uniform which therefore increases the machining time. This is a major
drawback of machining in time controlled-time invariant operations.
Process time can be significantly reduced by adopting time variant influence function. This
approach ensures that the polishing tool moves with a constant maximum velocity over the
entire region of the work surface. It also eliminates redundant machining unlike time invariant
operation where extra machining of the surface is essential to maintain uniformity of removal.
However, it is not a requirement to reduce the moving velocity over the entire polishing
procedure to observe the desired geometry. As a result, the moving velocity of the polishing
tool has to be reduced only if the removal capacity proﬁle calculation yields a value greater
than the maximum possible removal capacity of the polishing tool [185].
To reduce the time duration of the polishing process and improve surface quality, it is of utmost
importance, to prevent as much as possible, the overlaps between the two consecutive tool
passes while generating a tool path that guarantees full coverage of the part surface. Even
coverage implies that surface roughness is reduced without introducing surface waviness.
Uneven machining time along the part surface indicates of uneven material removal resulting
in undesirable surface waviness. Interaction between the part and the machining tool (radius of
curvature) serves as a factor that influences process data (force).
Path planning in time controlled machining in contrast to path controlled approach considers
time functions of material removal and the influence of parameters at specific positions so as
to determine an effective strategy to machine the whole work surface under the desired quality
and time.
2.3 Critical Analysis of the literature
Literature stresses on the vitality of employing constant scallop height machining in path
planning which is instrumental in reducing surface errors. Constant scallops reduces the
irregularity and provides uniform coverage for the time variant function throughout the work
surface.
The following remarks could be summarized from the literature survey:
1. Computer based mathematical techniques for representing curves and surfaces are
immensely powerful to generate results for multi-variant processes. A close relation of
the stated literatures with this paper can prove the use of Matlab as the best fit.
2. Most of the relevant researchers and papers emphasized on interpolation techniques to
symbolize geometric surfaces. In the research, algorithms had been deployed to achieve
improved line segments in (x) and (y) directions, based totally on the values of tolerance
and height scallop.
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3. Within the CNC machining discipline, a relatively large portion of the literature, studied
on efficient surface procedure. The research, results in the development of surface
machining, reduces machining time and cost via the application of the proposed tool
path strategies.
4. Material removal rate for grinding and polishing primarily relies on the contact
pressure, velocity, tool wear and tool path.
5. Optimization is subjected to the following constraints:
a. Scallop height constraint. The scallop between the successive tool tracks should
not exceed the prescribed tolerance.
b. Local accessibility constraint. The constraint insures the elimination of an
excess fabric, when the tool comes in contact with the favoured surface
6. In optimization of tool path, factors together with cutting-tool geometry and material,
work piece material, tool geometry and use of coolants must be taken into account.
Some of the processes that have been carried out in optimizing tool paths encompass
reduction of machining time, minimization of cutting forces, modification of corner
sections and keeping off redundant tool movements and potential collisions.
2.4 Theoretical Background
2.4.1 The Geometry of Tool Paths: a Brief Overview
Tool path is a trajectory, on which machining tool is moving. The accuracy of route is
controlled by two parameters described with the aid of the technologist/programmer. The
primary one determines approximating algorithm of the machining strategy and is known as
the longitudinal approximation [183]. It creates a sequence of line segments alongside path and
is defined with the aid of value of path tolerance. The second factor of the tool trajectory
accuracy is a transverse approximation that is defined for the duration of defining the step of
tool path (the gap among the tool’s bypass). Reducing the path step will additionally increase
the volume of the NC application and notably have an effect on the manufacturing time by
increasing the number of tool passes. Approximating algorithms used in generating tool paths
inside the CAM software program, are adjusted to distinct kinds of machining method
(Lazoglu et al. [172]).
In case, whilst the machined floor need to, for aesthetic or functional motives, be subjected to
additional technological operations, such as grinding and polishing, the person performing this
remedy is forced to lessen these inequalities left over from preceding operations. Their shape
and size is defined precisely by way of the value of the tool path tolerance and its step. Surface
grinding and polishing is a time consuming activity and impacts negatively the geometric
accuracy of produced components. So, optimally selected and defined machining method
enables to decrease the expenses related to extra technological operations.
The aim of surface finishing is to sculpt a component, or a part, to a required degree of surface
finish as quickly as possible. Brief description is provided on how this is typically carried out.
Terms are loosely defined in this segment and rigorous definitions are provided in later
sections.
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Cusp height and Side Step
If we are to prevent "over-cutting" or "under-cutting," a cutting tool has to be placed on a
surface in a manner that the tool surface and the designed surface share a tangent plane. For
different tool geometries, more state-of-the-art but similar tool placement strategies are
essential. In path planning literature, the sort of point of intersection of a surface with a tool at
an instant is referred to as the cutter contact point (CC-point). The CC-factor moves on the
surface during a finishing process. A trajectory of the CC-point is called a surface tool route
or absolutely a tool path, that is a surface curve (or a curve on the surface) in mathematical
terms [117].
Due to the fact that a cutting tool cannot comply with every surface, scallops or cusps of
completed components are unavoidable in standard surface machining as described in figure
2.2(a). Their heights can, however, be reduced if more tool paths are placed at finer intervals.
The cusp height of a machined surface, which is denoted by h inside the same figure, generally
varies from area to area. It measures how close a machined surface and its designed surface
are; it is essential in machining to make certain that the cusp peak is beneath a certain limit
value over a whole machined surface. We call this sort of limit value ho a cusp-height limit and
we require that h<ho.
To govern cusps, we examine the local geometry of a surface with respect to a tool, for instance,
a ball-end mill. The conformity of the tool to a surface is best observed alongside a normal
section at a surface point as shown in Figure 2.2(b); this unique normal section is perpendicular
to the "averaged" tangent route of the neighbouring two tool paths at the 2 CC-points shown
within the discern. The gap between the two CC-factors along the regular phase is known as
the side step and is denoted by w. It is found that the cusp height h will increase as the side step
w becomes wider.

Figure.2.2.Cusps and side step limit corresponding to a cusp-height limit [117,176]

Tangent course at a point at the surface, there is established a one-to-one correspondence
among the side step w and the cusp height h (of course, for "small" cusps). Consequently, a
side step corresponds to the cusp-peak-limit ho as shown in Figure 2.5(c), which is referred to
as the side-step-limit, and denoted by means of w0. The cusp height constraint, h<ho, is now
"equivalently" said as the following inequality: w ≤w0. This equivalent form turns out to be
more convenient than its direct form. Observe that the side-step restriction depends on in which
direction the cutting tool proceeds-the most convex direction is the most suitable one from the
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viewpoint of an individual tool course in that it allows widest cut, in different phrases, the
biggest side-step-limit.
Step over and scallop heights are two terms whose existence is mutually dependent. Both these
factors contribute to the intended final quality of work. Normally all CNC machining
operations are based on the fact that a path followed by the cutter is offset to the adjacent path
by a certain distance. This offset distance is typically termed as step over. A top view of the
tool path followed by a cutter defines the picture of offset, which in machining terms is called
step over. For further understanding, consider the pictorial description of step over in a zigzag
and contour offset tool path as proven in Figures 2.3 (1) and (2).

Step Over

Step
Over

(1)

(2)
Figure 2.3 1) Raster tool path 2) Contour Offset tool path [116]

Step over is often accompanied by scallop height or cusp height, the height of the stock leftover
as a result of zero machining. It is the primary product of step over whose effect can be visible
only when studied from the side view. It occurs for the reason that no tool has a plain geometry.
Curvature of the tool results in certain portion just beside the cutter point to have no contact
with the surface. This produces a stock and as the tool steps over to the next path, the height of
the scallop gets defined. It is an undesirable factor which triggers redundant machining and
henceforth, cost. Consider the picture (Figure 2.4) in which the tool is moving to and away. As
the tool makes an offset, a portion of the surface remains untouched and this area is indicated
by the color “red” in the figure below. The height from the surface to the tip of the stock leftover
is known as scallop height.

Scallop Height

Figure 2.4. Scallop shown in red between the adjacent phases [116]
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Step over has a proportional relationship with scallop height. An increase in step over will
reflect a proportional increase in the scallop height. However, their proportional relationship
can also be affected by the diameter of the tool. Diameter decides the area of curvature of the
tool. A larger tool will produce a smaller scallop which in turn means a better surface finish.
Consider the following diagram (Figure 2.5 and 2.6) for a proper understanding of the concept.
Scallop area is indicated by red color and has a much lesser area when the tool diameter is big.
The figure 2.6 has a superior surface finish.

Figure 2.5. Scallop height with smaller tool diameter [116]

Figure 2.6 Scallop height with larger tool diameter [116]

It can be hence, be concluded that the quality of surface finish is determined by a number of
interlinking parameters. Smaller step over is considered to have an advantage over a larger step
over with the same tool diameter. But “Quality” is relative and depends on the desired
specification. While a smaller step over attains a superior surface finish, it trades time to
achieve quality. In contrast, larger step over saves machining time and cost but sacrifice quality.
E.g.: As an example, assume that the job in progress comprises a simple finishing operation to
be performed with a tool of 10mm diameter. If the desired scallop height is set to a height of
0.1mm, the job will take x minutes to cut and will have a very basic standard of finish. The
surface obtained will require a lot of manual job like sand polishing to obtain a surface which
is smoother. This process is not only time consuming but also questions the purpose of using
CNC.
If the same tool is used to cut the same object at a higher standard of finish, the cusp height has
to be set at a smaller range. A reduction of 0.05mm would improve the quality of finish;
however the downside is that the machining time would approximately double from x to 2x
minutes. It can be seen that in this example time is given up for quality. Similarly, the cusp
height can be set at an even smaller value and decrease the amount of manual work. But the
amount of time consumed creeps.
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According to Robert Grzesek, founder of Grz software and creator of the excellent Mesh CAM
3D CAM software, there is a point of diminishing return in trading quality over time. Below
is a graph (Figure 2.7) which explains this effect, normalized to a tool diameter of 1.0.

Figure 2.7 Scallop vs Step over [116]

It can be observed from the graph that the slope of the curve does not vary much after a
particular value (in this case, 0.25). It gives an inference that going beyond this point will
simply increase the machining time with no proportionate change in quality.
Ultimately, scallop/cusp height is determined by a combination of the type and diameter of tool
and step over used; basically, the smaller the step over, the smaller, or lower, the cusp height.
But this is not always the only determinant, as the tool that is being used will affect the cusp
height, irrespective of the size of the step over. Cusp height is much more relevant to the
ultimate finish quality as it combines all of the variables that affect a jobs final quality.
2.4.2 General Procedure of Tool Path Generation
In product development stages, either forward or reverse engineering may be employed (Fig.
2.8). In general, in forward engineering, a 3-d solid version of a product is first designed in a
CAD platform and CAD information is acquired. Then corresponding tool-path statistics is
generated and the product is produced with the usage of a precise production manner, such as
CNC machining. However, in reverse engineering, geometrical information is needed to be
acquired from a physical form directly and this information is converted into a computable
format for different downstream methods.
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Figure 2.8.General Workflow of (A) forward engineering (B) reverse engineering [174]

2.4.3 Tool influence function
Removal rate, which depicts the properties of part surface’s removal quantity at a local grinding
and polishing function at some point and each unit of time, is an vital part of study about
grinding technique [120]. Many factors have an effect on the grinding and polishing removal
rate, which include machining tool and machining environment [121-123]. For the grinding
tool, the principle elements are material property, form, and surface roughness. Whilst for the
grinding part, the results are applicable to material property and friction coefficient among the
element and the grinding tool. Additionally, for the grinding and polishing environment, the
principle factors include the particle size and viscosity of polishing paste and polishing liquid,
the temperature and pressure during grinding and the chemical correction of component in the
grinding liquid [173].
Tool influence function (TIF) serves as an essential and fundamental variable in the surfacing
system. It represents the material removal produced via a polishing tool in a unit of time. Inside
the practical polishing technique, the TIF might be taken into the calculation of dwell time. Its
peak removal rate (PRR) and shape would generate a huge impact on the magnitude and
distribution of the dwell-time map.
A TIF is the material removal foot-print for a given tool and tool movement, which can be
calculated from Preston’s equation [118]. The material removal system is influenced by the
work piece motion and edge effects [119]. Additionally, the tool eliminates more material close
to the work piece edges because the tool overhangs the work piece [119].
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Preston supplied theoretical foundation for the prediction of material removal for mechanical
polishing [119]. Despite the fact that there are many other polishing formulations in polishing
literatures, most of them are based on the Preston equation.
Preston’s Equation
The theoretical basis for estimation of removal rates in polishing was furnished by Preston
(1927) in 1927, and underpins most CCP strategies. This simple model is normally used to
describe the optical surface for processing, as follows:
∆ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑘 ∗ 𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ 𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)
Where:
 h (x, y) - Removal in unit time at point (x, y)
K - Preston coefficient, associated with part-material, polishing-tool, polishing liquid and
temperature of work area
 (x, y) - Instantaneous relative speed of the polishing tool at point (x, y)
p (x, y) - Instantaneous pressure exerted by the polishing tool at point (x, y).
Preston simplified the complex mechanism of material removal in the course of polishing: the
local material removal rate is decided with the aid of tool pressure and relative speed. Many
Computer Controlled Polishing technologies (CCP) are based totally on the Preston equation
to optimize the dwell time map.
TIF library can be described as a collection of these TIFs depending on tool form, tool
movement, and lap materials. The TIFs are parameterized as functions of positions on the work
piece. The shape, size and magnitude of the TIFs are directly calculated from these tool
configuration parameters. Two common edge TIFs from a circular tool with orbital and spin
tool movement are depicted in Fig. 2.12 [119]. The TIF library for diverse tool configuration
cases is furnished (see Appendix APP1, figure 1).

Figure.2.9.Orbital (left) and spin (right) tool motion with their parametric edges TIFs [119]

2.5 Prevailing Study and Research
Grinding and polishing are precision removal operations, traditionally used as a finishing
operation due to its ability to produce surfaces of different levels of finish. Numerous works in
the past, within the fields of grinding and polishing includes identifying heat affected zone
(HAZ), modeling and the simulation of grinding process using Finite Element Methods (FEM),
chip formation and its effects during grinding, kinematic simulation in grinding process,
grinding topology, grinding wheel grain size etc. These are important topics of discussion to
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understand the parameters and theory of the operation, but trivial when in the language of
automation.
2.5.1 Getinge-Present Scenario
Getinge is involved in the production of equipment and systems and one of its main business
areas: Getinge Infection Control AB offers complete solutions for efficient cleaning,
disinfection and sterilization within the areas of preventive care, health care and pharmaceutical
company. Their products have very high functional surface requirements, especially in the
chamber sterilization which maintain highly superior hygiene levels. Today, majority of the
chamber surface polishing is done by hand, resulting in a time consuming, non-controlled and
non-robust production, mutually accompanied by an unhealthy work environment.
Figure 2.10 shows the sterilization chamber made of 316L Stainless steel that is to be polished
using automated systems. Figure 2.11 exhibits the various grinders being employed presently,
for manual grinding and polishing of chamber and components.

Figure2.10. Sterilization chamber to be polished at Getinge [189]
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Figure2.11. a) Compressed air grinder b) Electric grinder

The company needs to improve surface specifications, quality control and manufacturing
procedures to be able to comply with the rising requirements in the medical sector. The project
in collaboration with Getinge delves into finding material processing solutions for automated
finishing operations without any compromise on the surface quality and intended function.
2.5.2 Current Research – Need for Automation
The modern-day industrial environment needs shorter manufacturing cycles because of the
strain on manufacturing expenses. Polishing is expensive, time consuming, labour intensive,
and susceptible to errors. High levels of process automation and control in manufacturing
environment today are not reflected on abrasive finishing processes where highly skilled
workers are spending enormous time and resources on manual or semi-automated polishing
process. In the manufacturing operations, significant portion of production cost and time are
allotted to grinding and polishing. Existing automated grinding and polishing techniques are
almost not applicable with free form surfaces. This forces the process to be performed
manually.
Manual polishing involves high risk of injuries as a result of interaction between the operator
and moving machinery. As such, in recent years, many resources have been allocated to reduce
operator-machine interaction. It also consumes gross amount of resources and time since it is
labor intensive and time consuming. Additionally, it heavily relies on skilled labor where the
operator uses his experience and judgment to bring part surface to an excellent surface
roughness. Errors committed by a human operator at this stage may also result in expensive reworking and scrapping.
In order to increase cost efficiency and to reduce the exposure to human errors, it is vital to
automate surface finishing process. As an attempt to decrease manufacturing cycles, automated
polishing has been the concern of experimentation and studies. Existing polishing processes
have become more sophisticated and needs extraordinary ability of a skilled master. Extensive
practical training is needed to manually polish to a defect free mirror finish. An industrial robot
can imitate the human kinematic attributes with the advantage that it can perform the craftsman
movements at a more frequent rate. It would be hard to visualize a growth in productivity if the
manual finishing techniques are not automated. The established abrasive finishing (grinding,
lapping and polishing) procedures done manually needs to be automated through the
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employment of a computer controlled robot. This will lead to an encapsulation of knowledge
while creating an environment conducive to continuous learning.
The potential impact of the automated grinding and polishing technologies can be transferred
to diverse industrial sectors wherein polishing is extensively used in medical devices, turbine
components, automotive parts and mechatronic components. Figure 2.12 displays robot
polishing for automotive components.
In general, there are two kinds of candidate system for automated finishing operation:



Machine tools: structurally extra rigid and are appropriate for tasks that require
better accuracy or large processing force.
Commercial robots: dexterous, however the payload is smaller and capable of
positioning and orienting end-effector tooling according to the shape and contour
of part surfaces;

CNC polishing machines are well matched for free form surfaces where excessive tool rotation
speeds and high volumetric removal rates are desired. Figure 2.13 indicates an industrial robot
polishing system in which the polishing tool is held fixed whilst the element is attached to the
end-effector

Figure2.12. Automated polishing [188]

Figure2.13. Robot polishing process [190]
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Polishing path planning is one of the aspects of interest in robot polishing systems. In general,
polishing path denotes the locus of points in the operational space that a manipulator has to
follow in the execution of assigned motion. Polishing path defined through series of lines or
arcs, referred to as cutter location data, and are generated with the assistance of commercially
available CAD/CAM packages. Subsequently, executable production codes are generated.
Realizing automation in complex abrasive finishing processes is an invaluable proposition and
will contribute effectively towards substantial cost savings for the industry in the coming
decades.
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Chapter 3
Method
3.1 Research Methodology
The research follows a descriptive approach where the data is observed and analysed from
simulations and results are subsequently derived from the analysis. Figure 3.1 depicts the
methodology followed in this research.

ANALYSIS OF THE
LITERATURE

EVALUATION OF THE
PARAMETERS

GENERATION OF
ALGORITHMS

OBTAINING TOOL
PATHS
CNC GRINDING
MACHINE

OPTIMIZATION OF
TOOL PATH AND
MACHINING
PARAMETERS

SIMULATION AND
ANALYSIS USING
MATLAB

Figure.3.1. Research Methodology

The data based on the objective of the research (tool path and optimizing parameters) are
analysed from the literature and evaluated for further use in the study. It was then translated
into project requirement and narrowed down for further prognosis. Tool path planning is
performed by the generation of the corresponding tool path algorithms in MatLab programming
language. Tool paths are thus obtained from the algorithms.
Simulation of the tool removal function with the generated tool movement or the tool path is
then extracted from MATLAB. The tool paths obtained are then optimized in two levels: visual
simulation optimization by altering values of the variables and by conducting Design of
Experiments (DOE). DOE is carried out with Taguchi optimization technique which proof
reads the first level visual optimization. Parameters like tool paths, effect of various parameters
associated with CNC grinding process like speed, pressure, cut width, cut depth on the material
removal are considered and evaluated during the process. This provides the output of the tool
path algorithms that can be fed as CNC codes to the machine.
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3.2 Alternative Methods
Designing an efficient path planning algorithm is important since the path quality has an effect
on the efficiency of the entire application. The developed path must satisfy a set of optimization
characteristics including processing time, energy consumption and distance traversed, which
has a direct influence on time and energy.
3.2.1 Tool path generation methods
The conventional tool path generation method used in the industry is to specify the cutter
contact point on the part surface and then offset that point to yield the cutter location. The cutter
contact point (CC) is the location where the tool touches the part surface. The cutter location
(CL) is the location of the centre of the tool. There exist a number of tool generation methods
that are popular in the industry. Some of the common ones are:
Iso-parametric method
The iso-parametric method is one of the simplest tool path generation algorithms in which the
cutter contact points are specified along iso-parametric lines on the part surface [181]. Isoparametric lines are curves of constant parameter value on the part surface. The iso-parametric
curves are approximated by line segments. However, if the linear segments are large, it may
result in undercuts on the sculptured surfaces of the model [131].

Figure.3.2.The two well -known schemes of tool path generation [131,177]

Tool paths generally suffer from redundant machining. Apart from the simplicity of the
procedure, there are no firm grounds for claiming any "efficiency" of an iso-parametric tool
path. Iso-parametric path generation requires determination of the smallest tool path interval at
each adjacent path. The tool path interval is used as a constant offset in the next tool path [137].
Except for a few particular part surfaces, the generation of continuous iso-parametric tool paths
for compound surfaces is generally not possible. Tool paths are much denser in one surface
than others due to the non-uniform transformation between parametric and Euclidean spaces
[139], resulting in varying scallop height distribution and non-optimal machining time [140].
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Iso-planar method
The iso-planar algorithm is one of the earliest methods of generating tool-paths. In this
algorithm, the tool follows planar cross-sections generated by intersecting used specified
surfaces with a set of parallel planes. This approach is also referred to as Cartesian tool-path
planning. In this algorithm, instead of parametric increments, the distance in u and v directions
must be obtained in order to move the slicing plane across the surface. The path interval or the
distance between the vertical planes is determined based on the scallop-height limitation [135].
Generating tool paths along planar intersection curves is a very common method. The
disadvantages of using this algorithm are (a) large tool path length and (b) negligence of part
geometry [136]. A schematic illustration of iso-planar machining path is as shown in Fig. 3.3.

Figure.3.3. Iso planar machining paths [135]

Cartesian method
In contrast to figuring out the tool actions based totally on the part surface's parameters, the
Cartesian method lets the operator to generate tool paths with reference to the global X-Y-Z
Cartesian coordinates. The tool route generator takes the X-Y coordinate of the cutter location
as its input and computes the Z value of the cutter location. The instantaneous tool location is
also checked for gouging. This approach is more difficult to implement for parametric curved
surfaces whilst compared to iso-parametric technique. This is due to the complexity of the
computational relationship of the cutter contact points [130].
Offset surface method
The offset surface technique is conceptually similar to the Cartesian approach. This technique
generates tool path by means of offsetting the part surfaces by the tool radius. The centre of the
cutter tool travels along the offset surface to machine the part, and the tool path is calculated
by figuring out the tool passes on the offset surface. However, self -intersection tool course
that leads to overcut or cavities of the undercut have to be detected and corrected while
performing the offset surface algorithm [129]. Lee [126] has generated helical tool course for
offset surfaces with constant scallop height. Tang [125] has also given the surface offset
method.
Offsets paths are alternatively complicated geometrical entities and finding offset paths is a
global problem, because a global minimum of the distance is sought [142]. Offset paths receive
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considerable interest due to the fact that they describe the displaced route of tool centre [143].
Offset paths offers desired accuracy on the manufactured element. Of all the device-paths
algorithms available, this offers the potential of imparting the user a direct control over the
accuracy of the manufactured component [142].
3.2.2 Simulation methods
Integration of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM)
into industrial practises has constantly been a key approach of enhancing exceptional quality
of products and optimizing the time of manufacturing. CAD techniques help to create
comparable geometries for quick retrieval of electronic documents while CAM offers the
facility to display, monitor and create tool path. Advanced CAM software packages offer
complete set of machine tools and machine virtual setup environment to dynamically simulate
the machining operations. The dynamic simulations aids in NC- code generation, NC- code
verification and enhancing. It is also useful in the detection of collision errors. The process
simulation can examine and confirm designs even before a prototype is made.
3.2.3 Tool path optimization methods
Heuristic strategies have been beneficial in many real-life application of optimization. The
most famous methods, genetic algorithms, Tabu search, simulated annealing, ant colony
optimization and particle swarm optimization, are defined in brief.
Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithms [145, 150,151] are stimulated from the process of biological evolution. The
algorithm is initialized with a finite set of potential solutions called the population. Each
potential solution, referred to as an individual, can be coded as a binary string, actual-coded
integer or taken from a fixed alphabet of characters. Those answers are evaluated by way of a
fitness function (commonly the objective function) and the fit individuals are assigned a high
probability to “reproduce” within the subsequent generation of solution. Inside the reproducing
system, new offspring inherit traits from parents (crossover) and are subjected to mutation
adjustments. The new offspring are accepted by the use of numerous criteria to form a pool of
new population. The algorithm proceeds to generate greater favourable solutions until it
converges to a population with a distribution of proper solutions.
Tabu search
Tabu search [148,149] is a meta-heuristic technique based on the local search approach, which
iteratively moves the current iterate to a neighbour solution, until a certain criteria is satisfied.
The algorithm permits a flow to a neighbour solution that has a worse objective value. In the
meantime, in order to prevent circling to the previous answers or limitless loops, a list of Tabu
or forbidden moves are kept and updated.
Simulated Annealing
Simulated annealing [146,147] searches neighbourhood, moves randomly from a list of
candidate neighbour points. If a better neighbour factor is encountered, it then replaces the
present iterate with probability factor of one, or if a worse point is found, it replaces with a
probability value strictly less than one. The ideal possibility value is determined by means of
the difference of the objective values. For the algorithm to converge, the chance of transferring
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closer to a worse point should decrease along the iterations in step with the decrement of a
positive ‘temperature’ value.
Ant Colony Optimization for the traveling Salesman problem
Ant Colony Optimization was delivered by Marco Dorigo [152]. The TSP problem [153][154]
is an optimization technique that can be viewed as a salesperson who starts from his homeland
to visit certain customer cities at the shortest tour, without visiting a city twice in the process.
The TSP may be represented via a complete weighted graph [152] with being the set of nodes
representing the cities, and being the set of arcs. Each arc has been assigned a value (length),
that is the distance among cities i and j [186].
After several years that ACO was introduced, many papers have described applications that
use this algorithm. For instance in robot, in [155] the simple ACO was applied to acquire the
most excellent route for a mobile robot. In [156] and [157] the ACO was applied to tune fuzzy
parameters of a fuzzy logic controller for a wheeled mobile robot, in [158] a comparative
assessment of ACO and Genetic Algorithms implemented to fuzzy system optimization was
provided. Figure 3.4 describes the movement of ant within the algorithm. In some cases, before
including pheromone, the tours built via ants can be improved via the utility of a local search
procedure.

Figure.3.4. illustrates the behaviour of the ant movements in ACO [152]

Particle Swarm Optimization
Particle swarm optimization is a form of evolutionary computation approach (a search
approach based totally on natural systems) evolved by Kennedy and Eberhart [159]-[164].
PSO, like genetic algorithm (GA), is a population (swarm) based optimization tool. However,
unlike in GA, crossover and mutation are done concurrently in particle swarm. One most
important distinction among particle swarm and conventional evolutionary computation
methods is that particle's velocities are adjusted, whilst evolutionary individual positions are
acted upon; it is as if the "fate" is altered instead of the "state" of the particle swarm individuals
[164].
The system initially has a population of random solutions. Each potential solution, called
particle, is given a random speed and is flown through the problem space. The particle shares
reminiscence and every particle keeps tune of previous best position and corresponding fitness.
The previous best value is referred to as 'pbest’. Thus, pbest is associated only to a specific
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particle. It also has another value called 'gbest’ which is the best value of all the particles pbest
within the swarm. The primary concept of PSO technique lies in accelerating each particle in
the direction of its pbest and gbest and the locations at every time step. Acceleration has random
weights for both pbest and gbest locations. Figure 3.5 provides an overview of swarm intelligence
approach. Within the local version of the PSO, the g best is changed with the aid of the l best and
the entire procedure is the same.

Figure.3.5 Particle Swarm Optimization [164]

Heuristic approach to optimization
Optimization of time controlled finishing operations can be achieved by heuristic algorithm
which can deduce optimal combination of parameters. For this purpose, optimization scripts
have to be written in MatLab and heuristic algorithm can be used from the global optimization
toolbox that supports mixed integer optimization. The problem has to be defined by
determining the variables that affects the surface error profile, where the aim can be set to
identify the correct combination of the process parameters that can produce the required level
of surface finish. Evaluation can be done using heuristic algorithm and SimEvents model to
find the optimal combination by setting variables as tool path, pressure, velocity, tool diameter
and step over. SimEvent is very tightly integrated into MatLab where manipulation of inputs
can be analyzed and optimized from the model.
The code for optimization is then scripted which includes: the code that sets up the
optimization, values that limit the boundaries of the response variable to be optimized, and the
arguments that calls the heuristic algorithm which is called the objective function. This is the
function that the heuristic algorithm is minimizing, in this case; E/R ratio. The value of the
optimization function is set to a variable and these variables are then used to set those values
in the SimEvents model. The heuristic algorithm comes from the global optimization toolbox
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and solves optimization problems by continuously modifying a population of individual points:
process variables. The simulation repeats for different values of the variables until the
algorithm converges on an optimal solution.
3.3. Critical Analysis of the alternative methods
The critical evaluation of the conventional approaches are performed taking into account the
factors that encompass both path and time controlled machining. Key concern is on optimizing
the efficiency of process by eliminating strategies that results in redundancy.
Path generation
Among the existing approaches of generating tool-paths are the iso-parametric, iso-planar, isophote and iso-cusped methods.
Iso planar tool path planning method is one of the easiest path planning approaches. Tool-paths
are planned as the intersection curves between the part surface and a family of parallel planes.
The distance between two neighbouring planes is approximately determined. There are still
some obvious inherent drawbacks in this algorithm






Because the normal of the CC points on the surface are toward different directions,
although the CC points are on the same intersecting curve of the intersecting plane,
associated CL points may not locate on the same plane. This may result in a spatial
cutting curve where the detection of gouging is difficult.
There will be unevenly distributed tool path intervals if the surface has areas where the
surface slopes are close to the intersecting plane. This problem cannot be solved by
adjusting tool path intervals as the tool side steps are constant for a complete tool path.
These unevenly distributed intervals may cause a lot of redundant tool paths and would
thus increase the overall tool path length significantly.
Path generation in parallel planes leads to non-uniform scallops.

The iso-parametric tool-path generation method retrieves the iso-parametric curves from part
surfaces as the tool-paths for surface machining, but the step over between a pair of adjacent
tool-paths is conservatively determined in this method. However, the application of this path
generation method is limited due to the following reasons:





Application of the algorithm is limited to parametric surfaces.
Spatial tool paths produced by this method makes it difficult to control NC feed rates
for variable cutting volumes resulting in a twisted spatial curve. This makes the
detection of gouging difficult.
Uneven 3D distance between the iso-parametric curves may cause redundant or
undercut machining.

The iso-phote method is only concerned with detecting interference along pre-determined toolpaths and eliminating the tool-path segments that can cause damage.
Variable offset distance in the generation causes topological problems such as loops and cusps
during offsetting.
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Simulation
CAD/CAM software helps in generating simulations of machining tool paths available in its
database with the help of user defined parameters whereas its application is limited in the
generation and simulation of specific tool path and innovation.
Although the CAM software is useful in estimation of machining time and location of errors,
it lacks the graphical representation as to the time based material removal on the whole or at a
specific area on the work surface. However, they are efficient in optimizing a process.
Optimization
Genetic algorithm as the word suggests is a self-learning algorithm based on the input
parameters and its objective function. Even though, genetic approach is a highly efficient
optimization tool in various applications, the method experience little but potential problems.
Random alterations of values in a string will produce children, as a result of crossovers, which
can fit less efficiently to the objective function. A strategy to identify an efficient crossover is
not provided by genetic algorithm as new population is created by random mixing of the genes
of parents whose fitness varies. The strings are essentially reversed by replacing the stored
binary digits by a process known as mutation which is hence an extravagance and adds to the
optimization computational time.
Genetic Algorithm can handle decimals and continuous variables, not just integers. However,
since GA’s compute by first converting the values as binary digits, the task of computation
becomes more complex. It can hence be inferred that as the accuracy sought increases, the
number of bits also increases drastically.
Cloning of the population is from the result of random experiments. The cloned population
plays a vital role in deciding the fitness value. The random experiments can sometimes result
into producing lesser copies of individuals with higher fitness. This prolongs the time required
to achieve the desired optimization as the subsequent crossovers happen between genes of
lesser fitness value. Yet another disadvantage of Genetic Algorithm is its unguided mutation.
It results into slow convergence.
Particle Swarm Optimization can work with short range optimization problems but has its
shortcomings as well.




Method suffers from partial optimism, which causes the less exact at the regulation of
its speed and the direction.
Method cannot directly work out the problems of scattering and optimization.
Method cannot solve the problems of non-coordinates system like the moving rules of
the particles in the field.

Ant Colony Optimization is summed up in the statements given below:





Theoretical analysis is difficult; has more experimental observations.
Method involves sequence of random decisions (not independent).
Probability distribution changes with iteration leading to complicated algorithm.
Time to converge to a solution is uncertain.
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Tabu search approach is to climb the hill in the steepest direction and stop at top and then move
downwards to search for another hill to climb. The drawback is that a lot of iterations are spent
climbing each hill rather than searching for tallest hill.
Simulated Annealing optimization becomes inefficient for complex processes as:




Repeated annealing schedule is very slow.
Method lags behind in finding a solution for rather smooth surfaces.
It doesn’t have the knowledge of the optimal solution.

3.4 Method
3.4.1 Tool path generation
Iso-Scallop Machining
The geometric factors relevant to the derivation in the present work are described in this
segment (Fig.3.6). As in most computer-aided manufacturing literature, the cutter location (CL)
path represents the trajectory of the cutter centre for a selected tool path. The cutter contact
(CC) path represents a tangential trajectory between the tool and the design surface. Within the
machining of a 3-D surface, the CL path is on an offset surface. This is generated by offsetting
the design surface inside the surface normal direction via a quantity equal to the cutter radius
(Inverse Tool Offset algorithm) (Fig.3.7) (Mathieu Rauch et al. [165]).
This offset surface is known as the tool centre surface. As the cutting tool moves along the tool
path, a tool envelope surface is created (Mathieu Rauch [165]). This envelope can be
described with the aid of sweeping a circle of the cutter radius along the CL path. The horizontal
distance among adjoining tool paths is noted as the tool path interval or the side step, which
results in the scallop at the machined surface. The scallop curve is defined as the 3-D curve
that traces the machined surface. The scallop height constitutes the distance among the scallop
curve and the layout surface. For constant scallop height machining, the scallop curves are on
an offset surface (scallop surface) of the layout surface with the scallop height as the offset
distance. In reality, scallop curve is a common intersection curve of two tool envelope surfaces
of the adjoining tool paths (Blackmore and Leu MC [166]).

Figure.3.6. Geometric elements of a machined surface [165,176]
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Figure.3.7.Creating CL surface from the design surface [165,176]

Tool path for constant scallop-height machining is decided by following two sequential steps.
Firstly, a given tool course and the scallop height requirement are used to identify the
corresponding scallop curve inside the side step direction. Secondly, the known scallop curve
is the used to establish the following tool path. Fig.3.8 suggests adjoining CL paths and the
common scallop curve for a machined surface. For a point on CL path 1, the plane
perpendicular to its tangent will intersect the scallop curve and will lie on a circle of the cutter
radius in the perpendicular plane. The tangent of the scallop curve at is in general not parallel
to the tangent of the CL. Additionally, the plane perpendicular to the scallop curve tangent will
intersect the following CL route (CL path 2) and (as well as) will lie on a circle of the cutter
radius centred in the perpendicular plane. The tangent of CL path 2 at is not parallel to the
tangent of the scallop curve. The path planning is based on an assumption that these tangent
vectors are parallel (Blackmore and Leu MC, 1992).

Figure.3.8.Typical adjacent CL paths and the common scallop curve [165]

The Iso-cusp-height scheme keeps the height of every cusp equal to the cusp-height-limit,
changing the limit, hs <ho or w < w0 , into an equality requirement, h = ho or w = w0 [132,133
and 134]: a surface curve is chosen as the first tool path; new points are observed, being shifted
from the first tool route through the distance of the side-step-limit w0 as before; the
interpolation of such a new set of points defines the following tool course; the steps are
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repeated. This scheme is an extreme case that minimizes the quantity of overlap of machined
region. However, in this scheme, tool paths can be aligned in inefficient ways.
Recall that, in the iso-parametric algorithm the tool is driven alongside parallel planes. In this
algorithm, only the maximum scallop height between the adjoining paths may be controlled
[144]. In order to manage the scallop height, the entire tool path must be tightened. This
strategy ensures constant scallop height and is consequently known as iso-scallop algorithm.
While the scallop height stays consistent along the tool-route, scallop curve are designed to lay
on surface of the scallop height. Beginning from the base path, an intersection curve of the
swept volume with constant scallop height surface is computed. Based totally at the computed
curve an adjacent path is determined.
Data Densification
The difference between the non-linear curve and the original line segment is called the nonlinear error. A tool path, ignoring the non-linear is not suitable for machining. Therefore, it is
essential to optimize the tool path in postprocessor for higher accuracy and smoother trajectory.
Non-linear error performs a crucial position in geometric errors of 5-axis machine tools. Data
densification is a usually used and powerful method in dealing with it. Figure 3.9 indicates a
phase of unique tool path generated by means of a CAM software. Figure 3.10 indicates the
new tool path through an immediate data densification.

Figure 3.9 A section of the original tool path generated by CAM software Figure.3.10. Tool path by Data Densification
[171]

3.4.2 Simulation
In contrast to the conventional CAD/CAM software, the generation of the tool path, simulation
of the removal function and material removal evaluation are done in MATLAB in this research.
MatLab is broadly utilized in all regions of implemented mathematics and stands for MATRIX
LABORATORY. The software is built up around vectors and matrices. This makes it
particularly beneficial in linear algebra. Matlab is likewise a great tool for fixing algebraic and
differential equations and for numerical integration. It is also a programming language (shares
similarity with C) and is one of the easiest programming languages for writing mathematical
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applications. MatLab features a family of application specific solutions which allows getting
to know and making use of specialized technology. Toolbox is a complete series of MatLab
functions that expand to solve unique class of problems. Regions wherein toolbox is available
consist of signal processing, control system, neural network, fuzzy logic wavelets, simulation
and tool route optimization respectively. The pivotal importance of MatLab in this work is its
effectiveness in figuring out time based material removal from the work surface.
3.4.3 Optimization
Peak to valley height optimization method
Surface roughness is defined as closely spaced irregularities that affect several functional
attributes of parts, such as contact causing surface friction, wearing, light reflection, heat
transmission, ability of distributing and holding a lubricant, coating, or resisting fatigue. Peak
to valley height is an indicator of the total roughness of a profile. The ratio of the height of the
highest profile peak to the lowest profile valley can be used as an optimization technique. Ratio
of the intermittent peaks from the surface removal simulation to the total removal of material
from the surface is taken in to account and compared by varying machining parameters like
pressure, velocity, tool function types, tool diameter, step over and machining tool paths.
Rigorous evaluation is performed and simulations are executed for optimizing these machining
strategies so as to obtain a surface with minimal errors, high total removal and low peaks
thereby attaining high surface quality. This approach is effective in identifying best tool path
and tool function from the suggestions and in determining an optimized range of machining
parameters.
Taguchi’s Optimization Method
Genichi Taguchi is a famous engineer who revolutionized the perception of quality by making
significant contributions in achieving robust design. His methods, over the years, have become
popularly known as Taguchi’s methods. According to Taguchi, a robust design can be attained
by reducing variability of response and achieving robustness. Both these goals can be played
with, to obtain an optimal solution under the framework of Design of Experiments (DOE).
DOE is based on the analysis of variance (ANOVA), a significant contribution of Fischer, in
which the analysis involved experimentation of multiple factors at a time. The analysis of
multiple factors provided an insight into the variations upon interactions of multiple factors
yielding better results and performance. Taguchi is the mastermind who popularized a simple
method to conduct multifactor experiments known as orthogonal experiments based on
orthogonal arrays.
Taguchi approach uses a statistical measure of overall performance known as signal-to-noise
ratio. The S/N ratio takes both mean and the variability into consideration. The S/N ratio is the
ratio of the mean (signal) to the standard deviation (Noise). The ratio relies upon on the quality
traits of the product/process to be optimized. The standard S/N ratios generally used are as
follows: - Nominal-is-best (NB), lower-the-better (LB) and higher-the-better (HB). The best
placing is the parameter combination, which has the best S/N ratio, (Taguchi [167], Mahapatra
and Chaturvedi [168]). Because, irrespective of what the quality criteria may be (NB, LB, HB)
S/N ratio ought to continually be maximized. Once experimental data value (quality attribute
value) is normalized by the use of NB/LB/HB standards; normalized value lies in between zero
and one. Zero represents worst quality to be rejected and one represents maximum exceptional
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quality. Considering the fact that S/N ratio is expressed as mean (signal) to the noise (deviation
from the target); maximizing S/N ratio ensures minimal deviation and as a result it (S/N ratio)
is to be maximized.
There are many different types of experiments which can be run, provided there are multiple
factors varying in the system. Some of them include full factorial design experiments, fractional
factorial design experiments, central cuboids experiment or orthogonal experiments. All these
experiments make use of matrices which controls the number of trials. In this work, the
orthogonal experiment design is made use to determine the main effect of the grinding
operation variables, while still conveying a lot about the behavior of the system.
An orthogonal array (OA) experiments can be performed to identify the effect of individual
parameters on the system. It cannot provide an overview on the interactions of these factors on
each other. The data obtained can be further analyzed graphically to determine the optimum
factor settings. The OA method can be used to quickly narrow down the scope of a research
project because the special design of orthogonal arrays studies the entire parameter space with
a small number of experiments.
The use of Taguchi’s method involves the following steps [169]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Identify the main functions and its side effects
Identify the noise factors, testing conditions and quality characteristics
Identify the objective function to be optimized
Identify the control factors and their levels
Select a suitable orthogonal array and construct the matrix
Conduct the matrix experiment
Examine the data; predict the optimum control factor levels and its performance
Conduct the verification experiment
Advantages of the method:
1.

2.
3.

4.

An advantage of the Taguchi method is that it emphasizes a mean performance
characteristic value close to the target value rather than a value within certain
specification limits, thus improving the product quality.
Taguchi's method is easy to apply and has wide areas of applications making it a very
powerful tool.
It is a time saving experimental design as it eliminates the requirement to conduct over
excessively high amount of experimentation. For example, a process with 4 parameters,
each with 3 levels, would require 81 (34) experiments to test all parameters. However
using Taguchi's orthogonal arrays, only 9 experiments are necessary, which constitutes
to only 0.11% of the original number of experiments.
It helps to identify key parameters that have the most effect on the performance
characteristic value.

Disadvantages of the method:
1. The main disadvantage of the Taguchi method is that the results obtained are relative
and cannot identify the single most influential parameter.
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2. Taguchi’s method is inefficient in finding solutions to problems where there are
significant interactions between the parameters.
3. This method cannot be used to correct a poor quality but rather deal with design quality.
3.5. Comparison of methods
Tool path generation
The comparison of various tool path generation methods can be performed by analysing various
factors based on a literature research which has direct relation to tool path’s impact on surface
quality.
Gouging is an overcut or undercut phenomenon that is produced by the interaction between
model geometry and cutter geometry or movement. The outcome of the gouge detection is
crucial for the concurrent consideration of parts modelling and manufacturing. Spatial cutting
curves made as a result of irregular feeds make it difficult to detect local gouging, primarily in
iso-parametric and iso-planar path generation method. These irregularities are minimized in
iso- scallop machining and even if it happens, detection is easy. Uneven tool path intervals lead
to redundant machining but as compared to its alternative; iso-scallop with its definitive side
step practically eliminates redundant machining. The iso scallop method has more uniform
scallops, less path length to cover in machining, offers more control over the feed rates and
consumes less time for machining in comparison with its counterparts. These factors pilot the
method to provide higher machining efficiency. Amongst these factors, surface compatibility
is a predominant factor of the proposed methods which makes the selection of the method
simpler. Path generation by iso-scallop approach is found to be the most compatible with all
surfaces in contrast to iso-parametric method. Table 3.7 gives the comparison of various tool
path generation approaches.
The iso-cusped or iso-scallop tool-path generation method is more advanced compared to the
alternative approaches mentioned. To reduce redundant machining in order to achieve
consistent surface quality, some researchers have proposed different methods to plan isocusped tool-path generation. It offers
1)
2)
3)
4)

Constant and even scallop
Reduced tool path length resulting in higher machining efficiency
Less number of machining passes practically eliminates redundant machining.
Drawback: Self interaction at irregular surfaces and accumulation of calculation errors.
Table 3.1 Comparison of tool path generation methods

Methods
Factors
Detection of
gouging
Redundant
machining
Uniformity of
scallops

Iso
parametric

Iso planar

Cartesian

Iso scallop

Offset

Difficult

Difficult

Moderate

Easy

Moderate

High

High

Medium

Very Low

Medium

Medium

Low

Medium

Very High

Low
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Tool path
length
Control of
feed-rates
Machining
Time
Machining
Efficiency
Surface
Compatibility

High

High

High

Low

Very Low

Medium

Low

High

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

Low

Low

High

Low

Low

High

Low

Low

Moderate

High

High

Moderate

Simulation
Various factors have to be taken into account so as to select a suitable method to simulate the
tool path and the material removal from the surface. High accuracy and less time for
simulations are desired features while selecting a suitable method. Even though both MatLab
and CAM software executes simulation, MatLab is considered to offer higher performance due
to its ability to handle complex mathematical calculations. Furthermore, MatLab also have
provisions for graphical representation of the surface and its correction. However, machining
paths and tool paths are predefined in CAD/CAM software and provide less flexibility to the
user for innovation. In contrast, simulations in MatLab are based on user defined parameters
and in accordance to the requirements and specifications set by the user. Table 3.8 serves the
analogy between Matlab and CAM.
Table 3.2 Comparison of simulation methods

Methods
Factors
Time Consumption
Accuracy of the simulation
Time based material
removal analysis
Intake of machining
parameters and tool paths
Efficiency
Detection of errors and
correction

MATLAB

CAD/CAM software

Low
Very high

Low
High

Yes

No

User defined and flexible

Predefined; less variations

Very high

High

Yes

Yes

Optimization
While evaluating optimization approaches, factors like computational time and efficiency,
iterations involved in the calculation, complexity and limitations of the method has to be
considered. Both Genetic algorithm and Taguchi method delivers accurate results at high
computational efficiency in less time with minimal limitations in comparison with alternatives.
Genetic algorithm has an upper hand when it comes to the iterations as it arrives at a solution
in lesser iterations. However, higher complexity in execution of the algorithm makes it less
desirable. Moreover, proximity of the derived solution is based on the objective function and
its self-learning feature is a double edged sword.
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Highest proximity to the optimal solutions is achieved by peak to valley optimization approach
along with Taguchi design of experiments. Another feature which solidifies the selection of
Taguchi method for optimization is that it offers multi variable optimization feature. It also
aids in conducting analysis of relative dependency of involved parameters. Table 3.9 furnish
the comparison of various optimization methods based on the literature.

Table 3.3 Comparison of optimization methods

Methods
Factors
Computational
Efficiency
Computational
time
Iterations
Method
limitations
Complexity
Proximity to
optimal
solution
Number of
parameters
optimized
Relative
analysis of
parameters

Peak to
valley with
Taguchi
DOE

SA

Tabu
search

High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

High

High

High

High

Moderate

High

High

Moderate

High

High

Moderate

High

High

High

Moderate

High

Low

Moderate

Low

Fluctuates

Low

Moderate

High

Low

Low

Single

Single

Single

Multiple

Single

Single

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

GA

ACO

PSO

High

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Moderate

Low

3.6 Preparation and Data Collection
The study utilized a descriptive method of research. As widely accepted, the descriptive method
of research is a fact-finding study that involves adequate and accurate interpretation of findings.
Descriptive research describes a certain present condition. Relatively, the method is appropriate
to this study as it aims to describe the present condition of technical analysis. Two types of data
were used: primary and secondary data.
Primary data is collected from the company, Getinge AB, information regarding tool, work
surface and related factors. Secondary data was reviewed initially through the university library
using a range of information sources such as the HH Library database, Google Scholar, Science
direct, Research gate, academic and commercial abstracts, International Journals of Mechanical
Engineering and Research, bibliographic databases, and Internet search engines. To aid the
search, a table of key terms were constructed and the sources located was correlated with this.
A total of 200 articles were reviewed from various sources and the criteria for literature selected
for investigation are:
1) Articles published in English language only
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2) Tool path generation or tool path optimization of CNC machining or combination of both
3) Influential parameters for the optimization of CNC machining processes.
4) They are either theories or experimental studies
Keywords included in the research were tool influence function, simulation, tool path
generation, tool path optimization and parameter optimization.
A comparative search for tool path generation and optimization had 1, 23,647 hits in emerald
database whereas the number was way high (almost 5,150,000 results were generated in
Google). They were further narrowed down for grinding and finishing processes. Those were
used as the input for this paper. Significant contributions from various experts in the field were
also taken into account.
Research Design
The study is carried out using the literature survey regarding the tool path generation and
optimization techniques for CNC machining processes, examples from various industries and
the data collected from simulations. The primary data are gathered and compiled specifically
for the research at hand. In addition, this study is a cross-sectional study in which data from
various sections of population are gathered at a single point of time.
Population
The population of this study are the literatures in acquaintance with various influential
optimization parameters and techniques, in conjunction with the cases, simulation analysis and
examples from the various sectors.
Unit of Analysis
The units of analysis for this study are the priority as described in the literature about the tool
path generation and optimization techniques along with the specific data gathered from the
MatLab simulation, optimization analysis employed with reference to the study.
A general overview of the existing technologies and advancements within the given field can
be estimated by this data collection methodology.
Data from various sources are collected and evaluated to perform process simulation using
MATLAB programming software. The resultant function thus obtained from the programming
section will then be subjected to various optimization strategies narrowed down by critical
evaluation. It ultimately delivers the optimized parameters that are of great importance from
the company perspective.
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussion
4.1. Results
This section of the report summarizes the results that are considered to be of prime importance
in determining quality of surface after machining.
4.1.1 Simulation
Tool Influence Function
Within the field of robotic or computer control polishing, removal characteristics of the
finishing tool is declared as influence function or removal function. The influence function, as
described in the theory section exemplifies the distribution of material removal rate across the
size of the polishing or grinding tool, and is generally saved as a data array. The size of the
data array correlates with the real size of the finishing tool and may be altered using the cell
scale of the data array. For the purpose of this research, simulation of the removal function of
distinct tools from the Matlab programming language are utilized for subsequent analysis in
the paper. Finishing tools or pads could be flexibly designed into different shape which can
provide us with different TIFs.
Following tool influence functions were generated based on Preston’s function:
Pad or Rotary tool
Matlab simulation of removal function of pad tool results in a symmetric removal function as
the tool is symmetric about the axes. Moreover, the tool is circular in shape and exhibits
removal characteristics of the tool function in accordance with the Preston’s equation. Figure
4.1 displays the removal characteristics as generated by the rotary tool where the variations in
material removal depth with respect to a given pressure and rotational speed.
𝑑𝑧

Based on the Preston’s function, 𝑑𝑡 = −𝑘 ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 ∗ 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

where

𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 ∗ 2 ∗ 𝑝𝑖 ∗ 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠
As such, velocity distribution of the profile varies along the radius of the tool which in turn
bring about changes in the material removal depth distribution. Intensity of these variations are
displayed by the color coded maps in figure 4.1. Surface with blue region indicates the area
which experience maximum material removal or depth. As can be seen from the figure,
removal depth gradually decreases from the outer end to the center of the tool. Besides this
factor, corners of the tool function does not experience removal owing to corner effects.
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Figure 4.1. Tool influence function –Pad tool

Tool Brush
Removal function generated from the brush tool is also symmetric about the axes and uniform.
Tool is equipped with bundles, with each bundles composed of numerous strands of brush
attached to the tool plate. Figure 4.2 depicts the removal function obtained from the brush tool
when the tool is equipped with 50 odd bundles placed very close to each other.

Figure 4.2. Tool Influence function- Tool Brush

More regular removal of material is obtained while using the brush tool as displayed by the
uninterrupted blue section. This section indicates the area in which the removal characteristtics
has the most influence. Figure 4.3 (a) and (b) shows the model of the brush tool and removal
function depicting each and all the bundles within the tool.
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Figure 4.3. a) Model of Brush tool (Solidworks) b) Tool function with less bundles

Radial tool
As opposed to the previous two tool influence functions, radial tool generates asymmetric
removal characteristics since the tool travels parallel to the surface. Here, width of the tool also
plays a major factor as it also contributes in deciding the coverage area of the tool with the
surface which in turn influences the removal function. Removal characteristics of the radial
tool on a specific area of work surface is presented in figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3. Tool Influence Function-Radial tool

Tool paths and Material Removal Simulation
Path generation consists of constructing paths on a two dimensional plane plus mapping the
path onto the three dimensional surface using a surface model. A tool path generation
algorithm, which can provide even coverage of free form surfaces during automated finishing
are presented and implemented.
Tool paths are one of the key factors for automatic mechanical surface polishing. Five different
tool paths are covered in this study.
1. Scan line Motion
2. Zigzag Motion
3. Contour Offset motion
4. Constant Overlap Spiral Motion
5. Parallel Spiral Motion
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Tool path generation algorithms were developed in Matlab software such that tool traverses in
the specific course generated by the algorithm and covers the whole work sample thereby
providing the material removal map.
Scan line Tool Path
Scan line tool motion is the easiest and the simplest tool path obtained from the set of tool path
algorithms. The tool path involves single pass and hence it is a unidirectional. In the study,
direction in which tool traverses from left to right on the work surface in figure 4.1 is identified
as the path line direction or feed forward direction and direction perpendicular to it is taken as
the orthogonal direction. Figure 4.1 shows the movement of the tool path in scan line tool
course. Tool path commences with the traversal of the tool from left to right in the path line
direction. Once the tool reaches the end of the work surface in the direction of path line, tool
is retracted to the starting point after being offset by a distance equal to stepover in the
orthogonal direction. Hence the distance between the adjacent path lines in the orthogonal
direction forms the stepover for the path. This procedure is repeated until the tool reaches the
end of the work surface in the orthogonal direction.

Step
over

Figure 4.4 Scan line motion

Once the tool path is defined, removal characteristics are applied to the tool function. Tool with
the removal function travels along the defined tool path and thus delivers a material removal
map for the entire surface. Figure 4.5 exhibits the material removal simulation when scan line
tool path is implemented on the work surface and when operated at a stepover of 50% of the
tool diameter. Colour ranges indicates intensity of material removal rate wherein maximum
material removal is indicated by the areas shaded in blue and least material removal defined in
red section. Consistent up cut and down cut chip removal can be maintained. However, there
is a considerable amount of non-productive time in returning the tool to the start cut position.
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Figure 4.5 Material removal simulation with scan line tool path

Zigzag Tool Path
Zig zag tool path involves straight line open curves much like scan line motion but it differs
in the aspect that it offers multiple passes. That is, the tool travels in both path line and
orthogonal direction. Bi directional tool path results in material getting removed in both
forward and backward paths. Uniform removal of material is obtained from zig zag tool paths
by virtue of continuous straight path curves. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 helps in describing the motion
of tool which undergoes zig zag path. Similar to the scan line motion, zigzag starts off from
the left end corner of the work surface and works its way to the right in the feed forward
direction. Then the tool undergoes a short path segment of length equal to the step size in the
orthogonal direction. At the completion of the first short path segment, tool now traverse in the
reverse direction in the path line direction in contrast to the initial motion i.e. from right to left.
When the tool encounters the end of the work surface when undergoing tool motion in the
previously mentioned direction, it is met with another short path segment after which it repeats
the motion in both the directions until the tool traverses the entire length of the work surface.

Step
over

Figure 4.6 Zig zag tool motion
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Figure 4.7 Zigzag motion [116]

Subsequent to and fro motion offered by the zigzag tool path helps in eliminating the tool
retraction time which is a major factor in scan line motion that affects the process time.
Continuous tool movements in both feed forward and orthogonal direction ensures uniformity
in the material removal from the surface. Figure 4.8 displays simulation of the material removal
when zig zag tool path is implemented on the surface. Apart from the corners or edges of the
work surface, uniform rate of removal is observed all through the surface. Partial removal rates
at the edges can be attributed to sharp changes in the direction of tool path. Stepover of 50% is
employed for the motion.

Figure 4.8 Material Removal Simulation with zigzag tool path

Contour Offset Tool Path
Contour Offset tool path consists of series of closed contours of the work surface boundary.
The tool travels along these closed contours until the entire surface gets machined. The gap
between the two consecutive contours are decided by the value of stepover. This type of tool
paths are mostly employed for machining pockets. Motion of the tool under contour offset tool
paths are described in figures 4.9 and 4.10. In the initial run, tool travels full length of the work
surface along the path line and orthogonal direction in both forward and reverse direction such
that it forms the first closed contour. Immediately following the first contour, tool leaves the
outer loop and moves along the left diagonal extension to reach the inner loop after being offset
by length of stepover. This procedure is continued until the whole of the work piece gets
machined.
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Step
over

Figure 4.9 Contour Offset tool path

Figure 4.10 Contour offset motion [116]

Material removal map of the surface after implementing contour offset tool path with a stepover
of 50% of tool diameter is shown in figure 4.11. Continuous encounters of the tool with corners
along subsequent contours might give rise to high peaks for this kind of tool path. These aspects
are analysed and optimized in the coming sections.

Figure 4.11 Material Removal Simulation with Contour offset tool path

Constant Overlap Spiral Tool Path
Constant overlap spiral path patterns much like contour offset are highly applicable in the case
of contour machining of pockets. However, significant machining time is reduced in this path
pattern as compared to the contour offset path since it offers continuous tool motion over the
entire area of the surface and eliminates the tool repositioning time which occurs in contour
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offset path. As a result, this path pattern imbibes the quality of both contour and spiral tool
paths. Figure 4.12 and 4.13 explains the movement followed by the tool undergoing constant
overlap spiral tool path. Analogous to contour offset path pattern, this motion follows both path
line and orthogonal direction in forward and reverse direction. But just before closing the
envelope, unlike the contour offset path, tool continues it run into the inner loop and executes
the preceding motion by maintaining an offset equal to stepover to the previous tool path.
Motion continues until whole of the work sample gets machined.

Step over

Figure 4.12 Constant Overlap Spiral tool path

Figure 4.13 Constant overlap spiral motion

Simulation of removal of material from the work surface after executing the constant overlap
spiral motion with a stepover of 50% is presented in figure 4.14. Significant influence of corner
sections are experienced in this path pattern as well. Although, peaks due to these factors could
be minimized and tool paths are optimized based on modifications in process parameters and
conditions.

Figure 4.14 Material removal simulation with constant overlap spiral tool path
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Parallel Spiral Tool Path
Parallel Spiral is actually an adaptation of constant overlap spiral motion taking in the
characteristics of zig zag along with it. Movement undergone by the tool in the parallel spiral
tool path is displayed in Figure 4.15. This path consists of series of short and long path
segments. Initially, tool travels along the path line direction and directs itself to the orthogonal
direction after reaching the corner. Next, tool travels in the reverse direction along the direction
of feed, executes a short path segment (stepover length) and continues along the path line in
the forward direction until it reaches a point which is offset from the initial path in the
orthogonal direction by the value of stepover. Tool then makes a reverse motion in the
orthogonal direction and shifts itself to the path line direction while maintaining stepover and
performs a reverse motion. Tool is then encountered with a short path segment which provides
a transition to the path line from reverse to the forward direction. These steps are repeated until
entire surface gets machined.

Step over

Figure 4.15 Parallel Spiral Tool Path

Material removal simulation is executed with parallel spiral tool path at a stepover of 50%. The
result is shown in Figure 4.16. Subsequent sections in this paper will analyze material removal
characteristics and ways to reduce the surface errors.

Figure 4.16 Material Removal Simulation

Tool path generation algorithm for all the tool paths can be observed in appendix (APP 8).
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4.1.2 Optimization
Different parameters for the same type of finishing tool path may cause different quality. The
following sections will discuss the removal characteristics based on different tool paths and
optimize the parameters and strategies for surface control and reliable output.
Data Densification
Densification of data in itself is an optimization process to start with. Method of selecting more
path points while machining in path line direction thus providing discretized motion is very
effective in reducing the impact of the non-linear errors on surface. Densification of data is
achieved in the research through presenting finite point to point motions for the tool on the
work surface. For this specific motive, the work surface is defined as a matrix of unique length
inside the MATLAB program where the tool makes contact with every grid in the mesh thereby
supplying the desired discretized motions. Densification is basically carried out in the forward
motion or forward feed of the tool because the movement inside the alternate direction; the side
step or sideways motion is highly motivated via the value of the step over. Feed-forward is
also critical in tool path technology because the machine movement is discretized into finite
piecewise motions. Huang et.al. [128] mentioned parameterizing the surface to decide the step
size at the same time as maintaining the machining errors inside a preferred tolerance. The
linear feed-forward tool motions between the two tool positions is used to determine the
deviation among the actual straight line tool paths and the preferred surface. Figure 4.17 defines
the effect of data densification on the surface.

Figure 4.17 Data Densification a) Minimum path points b) Moderate c) Highly discretized

The step-over increments, that are the distances between the adjacent tool paths inside the sidestep course, are used to decide the height of the cusps that remain after the machining process.
For this reason, the tool route is largely diagnosed as a set of tool positions for the tool to
traverse and interpolate into a smooth tool movement. Hence, the technique of figuring out the
tool positions is a factor that could affect the finish quality of the machined parts. There are
numerous significant developments completed. Yau et.al. [127] has provided the generalized
cutter, in which tool path algorithm is made for the generalized cutter. The cutter profile varies
with the variation of the parameters of the generalized cutter. Kishinami [124] has described
the inverse offset method for tool path generation.
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Why peak to valley?
In the normal scenario, maximum removal amount and minimum removal amount at a specific
point during a finishing process cycle are set as Z max and Z min respectively. The different of
the removal amount ∆𝑍 = 𝑍𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑍𝑚𝑖𝑛 is taken as instrument for the analysis. However, by
numerical calculation, ∆𝑍 changes with work space based on different path trends. The
uniformity of grinding or polishing cannot be fully seen if only the difference of the removal
amount ∆𝑍 is discussed, because different grinding or polishing space have different maximum
removal amount Z max. Thus the difference ratio coefficient, Z pv/Z max is introduced to eliminate
the effect of Z max on ∆𝑍 . Z pv represents the peak to valley height of the machined surface.
Uniformity of removal affects polishing, and in some cases, the form accuracy of the polished
surface. This ratio coefficient referred to as Error/Total Removal in the subsequent section can
better reflect removal amount uniformity of the finishing tool paths and serves as an effective
parameter for analysis. Algorithm for calculating the ratio coefficient is enclosed in appendix.
Matlab program for finding E/R can be seen in the appendix (APP 9).
Influence of Step over
Conventional polishing path strategies do not take into consideration the coverage area
generated between the polishing tool and the part surface as a result of contact action between
the two. Problems associated with these are as follows:




Large step over: an envelope of unpolished region is generated between the paths. This
indicates that polishing tool did not come in contact with the part at this region and it
results in a rough surface. In such cases, additional paths are required to remove the
rough surface and guarantee full coverage during polishing
Small step over: results in overlapping between the adjacent paths. Overlapping may
degrade the part surface and decrease polishing tool life. This results in increased
production time and manufacturing costs

Hence calculating an optimum range of stepover is trivial and variations in the material removal
map for different tool paths at various stepover ranges are to be observed. Analysis is performed
by executing the material removal simulation under each and all the tool paths at different
expanses of stepover (1 to 100% of the tool diameter). Error to removal ratio is taken as aspect
based on which efficiency of the process can be determined.
The value of error to removal was computed from the material removal simulation while
employing all 5 tool paths at wide ranges of stepover (1 to 100%) using TIF from pad or rotary
tool. For the purpose of analysis area interior to work surface is observed so as to reduce the
edge effect factor wherein relatively low material gets removed on the outer edges of the work
surface. Figure 4.18 illustrates the impact of stepover on tool paths and eventually the surface
errors. The ratio was computed for TIFs from brush and radial tool also. Results are displayed
in appendix (APP2 Figure 2, 3 and 4).
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Figure 4.18 E/R vs Stepover for Rotary tool

From the graph, it is clear that error to removal ratio is low for low ranges of step over and
increases with increase in values of step over. The same trend was also observed for the all the
available tool paths. The result obtained complies with the data mentioned in the theory. Error
to removal ratio was found to be minimum at stepover ranges from 10 to 20 considering all the
tool path movements. Even though , stepover ranges as low as 5% produced very low errors
for scan line and zig zag tool paths, this range cannot be considered as being optimal since at
these extremely low ranges of stepover, overlapping of the adjacent tool paths are significantly
high which might even lead to overruns on the part of work surface. Besides, continuous run
of the tool along extremely close adjacent path lines will have adverse effects on tool life and
will increase the process time, both of which are not desirable aspects for the company. Hence
a stepover range of 10-20% is decided as being optimal based on the analysis.
Considering the error to removal ratio for each tool path, both scan line and zig zag tool path
gave low surface errors at all the ranges of stepover as compared to other tool paths. High error
values at low stepover ranges for contour offset, constant overlap spiral and parallel spiral tool
paths can be attributed to corner effects. Uneven removal is experienced at the corners of the
tool path due to sharp directional changes. Accumulation of these corners from the tool path at
low stepover ranges builds up the errors on the surface. Figure 4.19 (a) to (e) displays the
material removal for scan line, zigzag, contour offset, constant overlap spiral and parallel spiral
tool path at 3 stepover values while using a rotary or pad tool.
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(A)

(B)

(C)
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(D)

(E)
Figure 4.19 Material Removal Simulation at Stepover = 6%, 12% and 80%
(a) Scan line (b) Zigzag (c) Contour Offset (d) Constant Overlap Spiral (e) Parallel Spiral

From the simulations, variations in the surface removal for different tool paths at different
values of stepover was observed. Stepover range 10-20% using rotary tool on scan line or zig
zag tool path was observed to give the minimum error to removal ratio.
Influence of tool
Tool influence function defines the material removal characteristics for finishing processes
based on various parameters. Type and the geometry of the tool plays a significant role on the
influence function as this decides the contact region of the tool with the work surface which in
turn affects material removal and surface errors. For the research, three types of tools were
employed: Pad or Rotary tool, Brush tool and Radial tool. Figure 4.20 shows the three tools
used for finishing processes.
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(c)
(a)
Figure 4.20 Tools used for finishing processes (a) Rotary or Pad tool (b) Brush tool (c) Radial tool

Identifying the impact of the tool on the material removal and surface error is paramount. For
this purpose, effect on error to removal ratio was analyzed for zig zag tool path at wide ranges
of stepover (1 to 100%) when three different tools are used. Figure 4.21 displays error to
removal ratio when three tools travels in a zig zag pattern at various ranges of stepover.

Figure 4.21 E/R vs Stepover for different tools
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(A)

(B)
Figure 4.22 Material Removal Simulation for Rotary, Brush and Radial tools
(a) Stepover=12% (b) Stepover=70%

Figure 4.22 illustrates the material removal simulation for rotary, brush tool and radial tool
when they undergo zig zag motion at step overs values of 12% and 70%.
Observations from Figure 4.21 shows that pad or rotary tool exhibits minimum surface error at
wide expanses of stepover in comparison with brush and rotary tool. Even though slight
deviations were observed when the similar analysis was conducted for other tool paths, use of
rotary tool was observed to result in minimum error. This analysis is further substantiated by
Figure 4.22 which proves that material removal is uniform when rotary tool is used. Symmetric
nature and geometry of the pad tool provides maximum contact area with the work surface thus
resulting in uniform removal of material from the surface and consequently low errors. Pad
tool when employed with zig zag tool path and scan line was found to give lowest E/R value.
Effect of tools on other tool path motion at wide ranges of stepover can be seen in appendix
(APP3 Figure 5, 6, 7 and 8).
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Effect of tool diameter
As observed from the previous section, shape and geometry of tools has significance in material
removal and roughness on the surface, which is known as an end effect of surface errors.
Besides these areas, the size of the tool influences the surface error characteristics as different
sizes of the tool provides varied contact on the surface. Hence the analysis based on the tool
size, particularly tool diameter is essential.

Figure 4.23 E/R vs Diameter –Rotary tool

Figure 4.23 presents the error to removal ratios for various tool paths at different values of
diameter while using rotary tool. Graph indicated that small size tools (low diameters)
exhibited high error to removal ratio irrespective of tool paths. Smaller tools require higher tool
positioning accuracy to avoid residual tool marks, which is a source of mid-spatial frequency
errors. Also, the use of small tools increases the total fabrication time.

(a)
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(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)
Figure 4.24 Material Removal Simulation- at diameters= 10mm and 40mm
(a) Scan line (b) Zigzag (c) Contour Offset (d) Constant Overlap Spiral (e) Parallel Spiral

Simulation displayed in figure 4.24 substantiates the fact that size of tool has a major impact
on material removal and surface error characteristics. From the figure, it can be observed that
tool with diameter as small as 10mm was found to have relatively high surface irregularities in
comparison with 40mm tool. This analysis was mainly performed on rotary tool. Analysis of
the error to removal ratio for brush tool and radial tool are enclosed in the appendix (APP 4
Figure 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14).

Figure 4.25 E/R vs Stepover at various diameters for rotary, brush and radial tool

Figure 4.25 explains the effect of tool diameter on the surface error at different ranges of
stepover. 5 random tool diameters: 20mm, 30mm, 36mm, 44mm, 50 mm were selected for the
observation. Tool followed the zig zag path pattern and error to removal ratio was computed
for different values of stepover. Although, in total larger tools was found to give higher surface
finish, some additional results were observed after extensive analysis. For instance, consider
the plot for the brush tool. 44mm tool at 15% stepover was found to have lower E/R in
comparison with 50mm tool with 27% stepover. So stepover in conjunction with tool diameter
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is critical while assessing the surface error characteristics. Larger rotary and brush tools were
found to more effective in minimizing errors. In contrast, moderate size radial tools showed
relatively low errors which makes it possible to use smaller radial tools for finishing process.
Rotation of Tool Influence Function
Radial tool being non-symmetric results in the generation of asymmetric tool influence
function. Figure 4.26 displays the tool influence function generated from the radial tool. It can
be observed that influence of tool along one axis does not match the influence on the other.

Figure 4.26 Non symmetric tool influence function of radial tool

In the general case, tool influence functions are kept fixed on one axes while it traverse the
entire work surface in a given tool path. The high surface errors for contour offset, constant
overlap spiral and parallel tool paths due to their corner effects have propelled the cause to find
ways to optimize those paths and also provide a solution for corner effects in tool paths and on
surface roughness. Algorithm for rotation of TIF is described in appendix (APP 10)
Procedure involved rotating the tool influence function whenever the tool path reaches a corner.
The removal characteristics and error to removal ratio was computed. Error values were
computed for both normal strategy and the new strategy with rotation of TIFs at corners. They
were then compared so as to estimate the effect of this rotation on surface characteristics. Figure
4.27 exhibits the comparison of error to removal ratio when the radial tool was used with
contour offset tool path at different values of stepover. Analysis showed that error to removal
ratio or surface errors reduces significantly when the TIF is rotated or turned at the corners for
any stepover value, more so towards the range of 20-30%. This can be attributed to the
difference in coverage area offered by the rotation of TIF at the corners. Rotation of TIF at the
corners imparts uniformity to the removal from the work surface as peaks generated by tool
movement in one direction are compensated by the influence of rotated TIF. Figure 4.28
presents the material removal for contour offset tool path with and without rotation of TIFs at
step over values of 8% and 30%.
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Figure 4.27 E/R vs Stepover comparison –normal motion and rotation of TIF

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
Figure 4.28 Material Removal Simulation with radial tool
(a) Contour offset at stepover=8% (b) With TIF rotated (c) Contour offset at step over=30% (d) With TIF rotated

The observations from the figure 4.24 further substantiates the fact that rotation of TIF at the
corners has a positive influence on the surface error. Error to removal ratio was also computed
for other tool paths. Similar results were observed in all the cases as can be seen in the appendix.
This strategy can be primarily adopted as a tool path optimization approach for contour offset,
constant overlap spiral and parallel spiral when those tool paths are applicable for example in
pocket machining. Influence of rotation of TIF on other paths is given in the appendix (APP 5
Figure 15, 16 and 17).
Multiple tool paths on the same surface
Contour offset, Constant Overlap spiral and parallel spiral tool paths alone were observed to
give high surface errors. In this case, an effective tool optimization strategy is to be applied so
as to bring about reduction in errors produced by those tool paths and consequently improve
the quality of the process. Application of one tool path over the other was taken into account
as a strategy and error to removal values were calculated for this multiple tool paths. Values
obtained were compared with the error values when only one tool paths is worked out. Since
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the error values for scan line and zig zag tool paths are minimal, these tool paths are excluded
from the analysis. This strategy was put forward to being an optimization approach.

Figure 4.29 E/R vs Stepover- Multiple paths, Constant overlap spiral with other tool paths

Figure 4.29 offers comparison of error to removal ratios between constant overlap spiral motion
at different stepover and combination of constant overlap spiral with other tool paths like scan
line, zig zag, contour offset and parallel spiral while using rotary tool. Constant Overlap spiral
tool path is applied at first. Once tool path is completed, another tool path for example zig zag
is run over it. Figure 4.30 (a) to (e) shows the variation in material removal when another tool
path is appended to the constant overlap spiral motion while using rotary tool at a stepover of
24%. Figure 4.29 gives us the explanation that appending tool paths like zig zag and scan line
to the constant overlap spiral in this case will have positive influence on the surface error
reduction thereby providing an optimization aspect. The analysis conducted on constant
overlap spiral motion and observation from the simulations displayed that running a tool path
like zig zag or scan line over the previously executed constant overlap spiral path will
significantly reduce the error to removal value. However, combination of constant overlap
spiral and contour offset did not show much deviation from the initial case. Parallel spiral when
appended to the constant overlap spiral tool path brought about an increase in the error to
removal ratio thus proving that such a combination is not feasible.

(a)
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 4.30 Material Removal Simulation at stepover=24%
(a) Constant overlap spiral (COS) (b) COS with scan line (c) COS with zigzag (d) COS with contour offset (e) COS
with parallel spiral

Simulations were also conducted for contour offset and parallel spiral tool paths in which
respective tool paths were combined with other tool paths available. These were analyzed while
employing all the three tools. Simulations and respective E/R vs Stepover plots for each of the
variations can be obtained in appendix (APP 6 Figures 18,19,20,21,22,23,24 and 25). Tool
paths with high surface errors when combined with zig zag tool path yielded best results in
terms of minimized error to removal ratios. Combination of tool paths for instance contour
offset with zig zag gave better results since the peaks or irregularities left behind by contour
offset tool path is rectified and smoothened in the subsequent tool motion, in this case, zig zag
tool path. Strategy of executing multiple tool paths one after the other has provided positive
results for optimization and contributed in improving the uniformity of material removal
profile.
Effect of distribution of pressure
While undergoing a finishing process, distribution of pressure across the entire surface is an
important factor which determines the quality of the surface. For this specific analysis, pressure
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applied for finishing process was gradually reduced from starting pressure to a prescribed
minimum value in equal steps when the tool traverse in the orthogonal tool path direction or
while taking a side step. Present simulations involves tool moving with same pressure all
throughout the surface in both feed forward and orthogonal direction. At low ranges of stepover
in particular, tool runs over the closed spaced path lines in orthogonal direction will bring about
unevenness in the pressure distribution over the surface.

Figure.4.31 E/R vs Stepover, Reduction of pressure

Figure 4.31 presents the effect of reduction of pressure along the side step direction on error to
removal ratio in contour offset tool path while using a rotary tool. Figure 4.32 (a) and (b) shows
the variations in material removal on contour offset tool path under the action of this pressure
reduction in orthogonal or side step direction for both rotary as well as brush tool. Analysis
from both the figures gives us the impression that gradual reduction of pressure in side step
direction results in decrease in the error to removal ratio. Normally, when constant pressure is
applied throughout the surface, adjacent path lines will result in higher relative net effect
pressure at that path line as compared to the preceding path line owing to overlap of paths. This
in turn will bring about unevenness in the surface removal resulting in higher errors on the
surface. However, with this new strategy, reduction of pressure in equal steps along the side
step direction ensures uniformity in the pressure distribution across the surface. Consequently,
surface removal is uniform thus resulting in lower errors.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.32 Material Removal Simulation for Contour Offset at stepover=20% at constant pressure and with pressure
reduced in side step motion
(a) Rotary tool (b) Brush tool

Reduction of pressure was also applied for other tool paths as well and the corresponding
results and simulations can be obtained in the appendix (APP 7 Figures 26, 27, 28 and 29).
Although, strategy yielded positive results for constant overlap spiral, contour offset and
parallel spiral tool paths, error to removal ratio was observed to increase for scan line and zig
zag tool paths with the application of this new strategy as can be seen in figure 4.33.

Figure 4.33 E/R vs Stepover, Reduction of Pressure- Zigzag tool path

Taguchi Optimization-Design of Experiments
Sterilization chambers are used to kill microorganisms and this extreme form of
decontamination is required especially after surgical operations. Getinge AB produces these
chambers to ensure that their customers can provide the most hygienic patient care. One of the
key contingency that affects the efficacy of a sterilization process is the capability of the
equipment to provide the correct combination of temperature and sterilants to be lethal against
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microorganisms. Robust design of equipment’s functional surfaces is hence cardinal to exhibit
resilience to the dynamic external, internal and unit to unit variations.
In order to reduce variability of the machining surface, it is important to uncover the significant
variables that affect the grinding process. During the process, numerous parameters interact
with each other to affect the quality of finish: stepover, tool diameter, tool path etc.
Inappropriate combination of these parameters can cause various production complications in
the form of multiple runs over finished surface and long lead time, which in turn reduces
competitive price advantage of the product. Adumbrating the most active variables that have
the largest impact on the surface finish can be achieved efficiently through Taguchi
optimization technique.
Key controllable factors for optimization are identified from MATLAB simulation behaviour
and literature study. They are identified as: tool path, tool diameter, velocity, pressure and
stepover. Maximum efficiency of evaluation is obtained when the levels of parameters are kept
minimum. Four levels are identified for each of the five parameters. Though, there are five
levels of generated tool paths, parallel spiral is unheeded as it showed significantly high levels
of error to removal ration (E/R) at all values of step over. Stepover levels are determined from
the simulated graph where the E/R ratio was relatively low for the other interacting parameters
and is taken as a percentage value of tool diameter. Tool diameter, relative velocity and
pressure values are considered from the simulation behaviour of tool influence function.
Experiments are run according to the L16’ orthogonal array as it corresponds to the chosen
number of parameters and levels. The array generates three sets of E/R values for 16
experiments as shown in the table below. The values are taken from the pre-generated
MATLAB algorithms.
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PARAMETERS

EXP.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13

14

15

16

TOOL
PATH

Scanline
Scanline
Scanline
Scanline
Zigzag
Zigzag
Zigzag
Zigzag
Contour
Offset
Contour
Offset
Contour
Offset
Contour
Offset
Constan
t
Overlap
Spiral
Constan
t
Overlap
Spiral
Constan
t
Overlap
Spiral
Constan
t
Overlap
Spiral

STEPOVER
(% OF
TOOL DIA)

PRESSUR

(E/R)1

TRIALS
(E/R)2

(E/R)3

RATIO

RATIO

RATIO

VELOCITY
(RPM)

TOO
L DIA
(MM)

ROTAR
Y TOOL

BRUSH
TOOL

RADIAL
TOOL

IN MM

E
(PA)

10
20
30
40
10
20
30
40

10
15
20
25
15
10
25
20

500
1000
1500
2000
1500
2000
500
1000

20
30
40
50
50
40
30
20

0.2491
0.2947
0.2788
0.2700
0.0738
0.1163
0.3111
0.5254

0.1429
0.2778
0.1333
0.1176
0.2364
0.4615
0.5500
0.6875

0.1429
0.2429
0.2103
0.1910
0.1448
0.2016
0.3006
0.4200

10

20

2000

30

0.6335

0.6538

0.6623

20

25

1500

20

0.6048

0.6111

0.6259

30

10

1000

50

0.4262

0.6889

0.3530

40

15

500

40

0.7516

0.2069

0.4849

10

25

1000

40

0.5372

0.6490

0.6331

20

20

500

50

0.3647

0.5488

0.5215

30

15

2000

20

0.6582

1

0.5594

40

10

1500

30

0.5553

0.3939

0.3783

Table 4.1 Taguchi Optimization-Parameters

The calculation of signal to noise (S/N) ratio involves the following equation and the values
are as charted on the table as shown. Considering the first experiment,
Sm1 = ((E/R) 1 + (E/R) 2 + (E/R) 3)2/3
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= (0.2491 + 0.1429 + 0.1429)2/3
= 0.10112688
ST1

= ((E/R) 1)2 + ((E/R) 2)2 + ((E/R) 3)2
= (0.2491)2 + (0.1429)2 + (0.1429)2
= 0.10768866
SE1 = ST1-SM1
= 0.10768866 - 0.10112688
= 0.00656178
VE1 = SE1/ (N-1);
= 0.00656178/2
= 0.00328089

N= No of trials = 3

SN1 = 10 log (1/N)(Sm1-Ve1)/Ve1
Substituting the corresponding values, the value of SN1is obtained as 9.9743. Similarly, S/N
values for the remaining experiments are calculated.
Table 4.2 S/N ratio

EXP.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SM1
0.10112688
0.10112688
0.22162572
0.11159265
0.06900833
0.20248812
0.44984896
0.88878747
1.26828012
1.13074241
0.71843920
0.69446785
1.10328416
0.68640833
1.63924992
0.58741875

ST1
0.10768866
0.22302134
0.13972442
0.12321076
0.08229844
0.26715050
0.48964357
0.92510141
1.26874358
1.13097706
0.78083865
0.84283818
1.11060045
0.70614978
1.74615560
0.60662619
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SE1
0.00656178
0.00139652
0.01059716
0.011618107
0.013290107
0.064662380
0.039794607
0.036313940
0.000463460
0.000234647
0.062399447
0.148370327
0.007316287
0.019741447
0.106905680
0.019207440

SN
9.9743
20.2339
8.9150
7.8319
4.9530
2.4477
8.5753
12.0366
32.6103
35.0681
8.6583
4.4515
20.00086
13.5882
9.9515
13.0222

EXP.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14

15

16

TOOL
PATH

Scanline
Scanline
Scanline
Scanline
Zigzag
Zigzag
Zigzag
Zigzag
Contour
Offset
Contour
Offset
Contour
Offset
Contour
Offset
Constant
Overlap
Spiral
Constant
Overlap
Spiral
Constant
Overlap
Spiral
Constant
Overlap
Spiral

STEPOVER
(% OF
TOOL
PRESSURE VELOCITY
ROTARY BRUSH RADIAL
TOOL DIA)
DIA
(PA)
(RPM)
TOOL
TOOL
TOOL
IN MM
(MM)
10
20
30
40
10
20
30
40

10
15
20
25
15
10
25
20

500
1000
1500
2000
1500
2000
500
1000

20
30
40
50
50
40
30
20

0.2491
0.2947
0.2788
0.2700
0.0738
0.1163
0.3111
0.5254

0.1429
0.2778
0.1333
0.1176
0.2364
0.4615
0.5500
0.6875

0.1588
0.2429
0.2103
0.1910
0.1448
0.2016
0.3006
0.4200

10

20

2000

30

0.6335

0.6538

0.6623

20

25

1500

20

0.6048

0.6111

0.6259

30

10

1000

50

0.4262

0.6889

0.3530

40

15

500

40

0.7516

0.2069

0.4849

10

25

1000

40

0.5372

0.6490

0.6331

20

20

500

50

0.3647

0.5488

0.5215

SN

9.9743
20.2339
8.9150
7.8319
4.9530
2.4477
8.5753
12.0366
32.6103
35.0681
8.6583
4.4515
20.00086

13.5882

9.9515
30

15

2000

20

0.6582

1

0.5594
13.0222

40

10

1500

30

0.5553

0.3939

0.3783

Table.4.3 Taguchi Design of Experiments

Thereafter, the individual parameters are combined together to calculate the Δ value which is
the difference between the maximum and minimum values of the signal to error ratio in the
individual parameter table. The table depicts the corresponding theory.
Table 4.4 Parameter-Tool path

TOOL PATH
Scanline
Zigzag
Contour Offset
Constant Overlap Spiral
Δ = Max – Min

MEAN VALUES
11.7388532
7.0032004 (Min)
20.1970802 (Max)
14.1301713
13.19387984
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Table 4.5 Parameter-Tool diameter

TOOL DIA (MM)
20
30
40
50
Δ = Max – Min

MEAN VALUES
16.75766
18.61045 (Max)
8.95581
8.75781 (Min)
9.8525
Table 4.6 Parameter-Stepover

STEPOVER (MM)
10% Tool dia
20% Tool dia
30% Tool dia
40% Tool dia
Δ = Max – Min

MEAN VALUES
16.8865
17.8344 (Max)
9.0251 (Min)
9.3356
8.8093

Table. 4.7 Parameter-Rotational Velocity

VELOCITY
500
1000
1500
2000
Δ = Max – Min

MEAN VALUES
9.1473 (Min)
15.2344
15.4897 (Max)
13.2103
6.342391
Table 4.8 Parameter-Pressure

PRESSURE
10
15
20
25
Δ = Max – Min

MEAN VALUES
8.52566 (Min)
9.89752
16.65033
17.87099 (Max)
9.345328

The Δ with the highest value is ranked superior and presents a visual inference on the
importance of the relative interactive parameter.
Table 4.9 Parameter Ranking

LEVELS
1
2
3
4
Δ
Rank

TOOL PATH
11.7388532
7.00320040
20.1970802
14.1301713
13.19387984
1

TOOL DIA
16.75766
18.61045
8.95581
8.75781
9.8525
2

PRESSURE
8.52566
9.89752
16.65033
17.87099
9.3453284
3
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STEPOVER
16.8865
17.8344
9.02515
9.33560
8.8093393
4

VELOCITY
9.1473
15.2344
15.4897
13.2103
6.342391
5

This set of 16 experiments concludes that “tool path” has the highest importance in producing
the response function. The rank order in the descending order is as follows.
RANK
1
2
3
4
5

PARAMETERS
TOOL PATH
TOOL DIA
PRESSURE
STEPOVER
VELOCITY

4.2 Discussion
Uniformity of removal affects finishing operation such as grinding and polishing, and in some
cases, the form accuracy of the finished surface. Various parameters influence the uniformity
in material removal. The research dealt with the analysis of the impact of tool path on material
removal and surface quality. Tool paths generated from the algorithms in Matlab were adopted
together with the influence function to generate material removal simulation of work surface
which served as a basis for observational analysis. For the purpose of characterization of
finishing process under the influence of various factors, ratio of error to removal was taken as
the term for comparison. This term has direct consequence on the uniformity of removal and
form accuracy of the surface and peak to valley height, a direction connection with the surface
roughness. Following observations were made in the research:






Taguchi Design of Experiments was conducted to evaluate the relative importance of
parameters which has an impact of surface error and consequently the quality of the
surface. Analysis was performed among various factors like tool path, pressure,
velocity, step over and diameter of the tool. Effect of each of these parameters on the
surface were studied however until critical conditions, it becomes paramount to identify
the primary factor. Results from the Taguchi method indicated that tool path has the
most significance while computing and evaluating the surface error characteristics.
Theories on the simulation and analysis of material removal in automated machining
processes also stresses on the importance of tool path on the final surface quality. Hence
the significance of tool path in determination of surface quality was solidified.
Analysis of the impact of stepover on the material removal and surface error showed
that surfaces errors increases with increase in the values of stepover whereas the
material removal rate decreases. Hence lower ranges of stepover are desirable in
finishing processes as mentioned in the literature. However, extremely low ranges of
stepover can have overruns on the part of the work surface which might have negative
impact on tool life. In addition, extremely low stepover results in long processing times.
Based on all these factors, stepover range 10-20% of the tool diameter was found to be
optimal for finishing process. Analysis also showed zig zag and scan line tool paths to
have lowest errors among the tool paths used in this research at all values of stepover.
Effect of geometry of tool on the surface error was also carried out. Result from the
observations indicated that rotary or pad tool gave minimum error to removal ratio.
Symmetric nature and geometry of the pad tool provides maximum contact area with
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the work surface thus resulting in uniform removal of material from the surface and
consequently low errors. Pad tool when employed with zig zag tool path and scan line
was found to give lowest E/R value.
Based on results from Taguchi experiment, tool diameter came second on ranking for
relative significance of factors that affected surface quality. Error to removal
characteristics at different diameters of the tool was observed and analysis showed that
use of smaller tools resulted in higher surface errors. This is because, smaller tools
require higher tool positioning accuracy to avoid residual tool marks, which is another
source of mid-spatial frequency errors . Also, the use of small tools increases the total
fabrication time. Tools with relatively larger diameters offers significant coverage
region of contact with work surface thereby providing uniformity to the removal profile.
Analysis also proved that larger rotary and brush tools and radial tools of moderate
sizes can be employed for maximum efficiency.
Rotation of TIF at the corners is a relatively new concept which was applied so as to
provide a basis for optimization of contour tool paths that encountered corners on a
regular basis which eventually results in high surface errors. Removal at the corners are
higher based on relative dwell time of the tool as rate of removal might be different
along short path segments attributable to the probable accumulation of debris at the tool
contact where the tool path direction changes near the corners. Observations and
analysis presented that rotation of TIF will indeed help in reducing the surface errors
of tool paths and is primarily applicable for contour paths. This can be attributed to the
difference in coverage area offered by the rotation of TIF at the corners. Rotation of
TIF at the corners imparts uniformity to the removal from the work surface as peaks
generated by tool movement in one direction are compensated by the influence of
rotated TIF.
As mentioned in the literature, conventional tool paths can be modified or even
additional tool paths appended to the tool paths to reap the top of the line tool path.
Impact of running one tool path after the other on the surface was studied and
observations displayed the fact that this method of appending tool paths significantly
reduces the error to removal ratio. Contour paths when appended with zig zag path
pattern was observed to yield the best result among various combinations. Peaks left
behind after the removal process under one tool path is smoothened out by the
subsequent tool path thus offering relatively low surface error.
Another new strategy employed in this research was to reduce the pressure while tool
traverses in the side step direction or orthogonal direction. Extensive analysis showed
that reduction of pressure along the side step direction aids in reducing the error to
removal ratio for contour paths.With this new strategy, reduction of pressure in equal
steps along the side step direction ensures uniformity in the pressure distribution across
the surface. However, strategy was found to exhibit reverse effect when applied on zig
zag or scan line tool path.
Even though uniformity in pressure distribution is a desirable aspect, changes in
pressure did not display any changes in the value of error to removal ratio. Material
removal rate varied drastically with changes in both pressure and velocity however no
changes were observed in error to removal ratios as can be observed in figure 4.34.
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Figure 4.34 E/R vs Pressure, Stepover=20%

Figure presented that zig zag tool path showed minimum error to removal ratio in
comparison with other tool paths at different pressure ranges. This solidifies the fact
that zig zag tool path pattern is the most efficient while undergoing finishing process
providing uniform material removal and high surface quality. Even though scan line
tool path also resulted in low errors, continuous repositioning of the tool in this path
increases the machining time which thus makes this tool path less desirable.
Extensive analysis of various factors which influence the surface quality carried out in
this research helped in evaluating the process based on various expanses and offered
substantial solutions that imparts high surface quality.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Recommendations
5.1 Overview
The method adopted in this research succeeded in evaluating the relative importance of the
parameters that has a direct impact on the surface quality.
The research succeeded in developing different algorithms for the generation of five different
tool path movements to completely cover the simulated sample: scan line tool path, zigzag tool
path, contour offset tool path, Constant overlap spiral path pattern and Parallel spiral tool path.
Following conclusions were made from the research based on extensive analysis and
observations from simulations:
1. Tool path is the most significant parameter to be considered while performing the
evaluations for surface quality and control in finishing processes.
2. Surface errors increases with increase in the values of stepover. Optimum stepover
range was found to be 10-20%.
3. Zig zag tool path pattern was obtained as the most efficient tool path which gave low
surface errors and uniform material removal from the surface in comparison with other
tool paths.
4. Rotary or Pad tool was observed to have lowest error to removal ratio and surface
imperfections together with regular material removal.
5. Relatively large rotary and brush tools are efficient in providing the surface with low
errors. Radial tool with small diameters are effective in obtaining relatively smooth
surface.
6. Rotation of the tool influence function at the corners can be used as an effective strategy
to significantly reduce the impact of corner effects which has an adverse effect on the
surface quality. Rotation of tool influence function reduced error/removal for contour
tool paths. Hence this strategy can also be adopted as a tool path optimization approach
for contour paths.
7. Method of appending one tool path over the other was observed as being efficient in
cancelling out the peaks and hence offer relatively low surface error values. This
strategy is clearly effective in optimization of contour tool paths.
8. Varying the pressure uniformly along the side step or orthogonal direction was derived
as an effective strategy towards obtaining surfaces with low errors. Strategy helped in
minimizing the effect of localized pressure points on the path line and also offered
uniform distribution of pressure across the entire surface
5.2 Future Recommendations
The study aided in identifying the influence of different parameters like tool path, step size,
tool diameter, pressure , velocity among others on the material removal rate and surface quality.


The research was conducted on a basic level. Generation of tool paths and analysis of
the factors were carried out on plane sample surfaces. However, in the modern work
environment, sculptured surfaces and surfaces with specified design and contours are
being worked with. As such, generation, simulation and analysis performed in this
research should be performed by considering the attributes and factors that constitutes
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these types of work surfaces. For example, the tool path algorithm may vary in the
presence of an obstacle or irregular contours on the surface.
The observations and analysis were made based on the data obtained from the
simulations. However, there may be variations in the data gathered when it is executed
in real workshop. It is therefore important to execute the process on a real robot or
computerized machines (actual working environment). Data gathered from the actual
process could be compared with the simulations which could help in evaluating the
effectiveness of the simulation approach by computing the closeness of the simulation
with the real time data. This could also aid in solidifying the results obtained in the
simulations thereby delivering reliability to the process.
Further analysis concerning the impact of tool path on tool life could be carried out
Simple and reliable tool paths with less complications were generated and employed
for analysis in this research. Complicated path patterns like space filling curves could
be generated and analyzed in the future.
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Chapter 6
Critical Review
The project delivers profusely on a social and economic point of view. Analysis and simulation
of the grinding process for its removal preceding the real production helps eliminate inefficient
tool movements, in offering substitutes for ineffective strategies thereby providing high savings
in time and cost. The outcome of the research whilst integrated in a real manufacturing
environment may also bear huge impact on preferred quality of the end product and safety
because the method followed exhibits better reproducibility, higher robustness and better
flexibility with respect to tool geometries.
Simulation of material removal of these CNC machining strategies prior to actual machining
will be resourceful in identifying the potential collisions zones, errors and different
irregularities which thus delivers reduced hazardous impact on worker and environment.
The research conducted on tool path planning and analysis of impact of parameters on the
surface quality for optimization was conducted carefully so as to avoid errors in readings.
However, various other factors might influence the result in real time. Hence extensive analysis
of literature could be correlated with the observed data to develop a fool proof method to
evaluate quality.
The proposed algorithm for the brush tool generated a result that deviated from reality.
Individual rotational motion of the bundles within the brush tool algorithm resulted in an
irregular removal of material and hence provided inaccurate readings. Each bundle thus mimics
the influence of pad tool on the surface rather than its own effect. The bundles within the brush
tool were supposed to remain in its place and tool itself was supposed to rotate as a whole unit.
Failure to generate such an algorithm created a tool influence function that did not fit reality.
This irregularity will have an impact on the analysis for effect of tool and tool size on the
surface error. Deviations rectified in accordance with the requirement for the influence of the
brush tool could have provided confirmed results.
Substantial environmental impact induced by continuously growing energy and resource intake
in industry has urged commercial enterprises to reform their modern-day production in the
direction of an environmentally conscious scheme. To accomplish this goal, decreasing
production power has been stated as one of the critical duties. As machine tools dominate the
energy consumption during manufacturing, lowering the energy consumption of machine tool
and equipment can effectively mitigate the environmental impact of production and cut down
the manufacturing cost. The principle objective of this research is to enhance the energy
conservation of machining methods through the development of energy efficient machining
strategies. For the development of energy-efficient machining techniques, an operation-mode
based approach, which includes material removal simulation to precisely track energy of
cutting material, is advanced and validated. With this method, energy efficient computer-aided
manufacturing may be achieved and the system and process settings can be optimized earlier
than the work piece is loaded onto the machine for execution.
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Appendix
APP1
Tool Influence Function

Figure 1. Complementary TIF library

APP 2
Influence of Stepover

Figure 2 E/R vs Stepover- Brush tool
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Figure 3 E/R vs Stepover- Radial tool

Figure 4 E/R vs Stepover – For all the tools

APP 3
Influence of tool

Figure5 E/R vs Stepover- Different tools –Scan line motion
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Figure 6 Effect of various tools-Contour offset motion

Figure 7 Effect of various tools -Constant overlap spiral motion

Figure 8 Effect of various tools-Parallel spiral motion
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APP 4
Effect of Diameter

Figure 9 Effect of diameter- Radial tool

Figure 10 Effect of diameter- Brush tool

Figure 11 Effect of tool diameter- Scan line motion
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Figure 12 Effect of tool diameter- Contour offset motion

Figure 13 Effect of tool diameter- Constant overlap spiral motion

Figure 14 Effect of tool diameter- Parallel spiral motion
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APP 5
Rotation of TIF

Figure 15 Rotation of TIF- Zigzag motion

Figure 16 Rotation of TIF- Constant overlap spiral motion

Figure 17 Rotation of TIF- Parallel spiral motion
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APP 6
Multiple tool paths

Figure 18 Multiple tool paths with Contour Offset motion, Rotary tool

Figure19 Multiple tool paths with Contour Offset motion, Brush tool

Figure 20 Multiple tool paths with Contour Offset motion, Radial tool
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Figure 21 Multiple tool paths with Constant overlap spiral motion, Brush tool

Figure 22 Multiple tool paths with Constant overlap spiral motion, Radial tool

Figure 23 Multiple tool paths with Parallel spiral motion, Rotary tool
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Figure 24 Multiple tool paths with Parallel spiral motion, Brush tool

Figure 25 Multiple tool paths with Parallel spiral motion, Radial tool

APP 7
Reduction of Pressure

Figure 26 Reduction of Pressure- Constant overlap spiral motion
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Figure 27 Reduction of Pressure- Parallel spiral motion

Figure 28Reduction of Pressure- Scan line motion

Figure 29 Modified E/R – Reduction of Pressure

Pressure reduction along the orthogonal direction was implemented for all the tool paths
considering the impact of each and every tool. Error to removal was then computed for all the
cases. Result suggests that under this modified situation rotary tool travelling along a parallel
spiral path delivers the lowest value of E/R as compared to other paths
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APP 8
Tool path generation algorithms
A. Zig zag tool path generation algorithm
%
% Removal Simulation based on Tool Function
%
% size of the worksurface
size_x = 200;
size_y = 200;
% create the worksurface
track_overlap = zeros(size_x,size_y);
% read TIF
TIF = importdata('TIF_rotary_tool.txt');
% size of the tool
s = size(TIF);
fact=1;
c=1;
% step-over
track_distance=25;
while fact<size_x
% Left to Right side travel; Scan line motion, path line direction
c=fact;d=1;f=1;
for i=1:(size_y-s(2))
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if size_x > size_y
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_x+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b)&& track_overlap(c,d) == 0
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
else
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b)&& track_overlap(c,d) == 0
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
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end
end
if i == 1
d=1;
else
d = f;
end
c=c+1;
end
d=i+1;
f=d;
c=fact;
end
% Right end downside travel; Side step motion, orthogonal direction
c=fact;d=size_y-s(2);
for i=1:track_distance
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if size_x > size_y
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_x+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
else
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
end
d=size_y-s(2);
c=c+1;
end
c=i+fact;
%f=c;
d=size_y-s(2);
end
fact=fact+track_distance;
% Right to Leftside side travel; Scan line motion reverse direction
c=fact;d=size_y-s(2);f=1;
for i=1:(size_y-s(2))
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if size_x > size_y
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if c<size_x+1 && d<size_x+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
else
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
end
if i == 1
d=size_y-s(2);
else
d = f;
end
c=c+1;
end
d=size_y-s(2)-i;
f=d;
c=fact;
end
% Left end downside travel; Side step motion on the other side, orthogonal
% direction
c=fact;d=1;
for i=1:track_distance
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_x+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
d=1;
c=c+1;
end
c=i+fact;
%f=c;
d=1;
end
fact=fact+track_distance;
end
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% display result
figure
surf(track_overlap)

Published with MATLAB® R2014b

B. Scan line tool path generation algorithm
%
% Removal Simulation based on Tool Function
%
% size of the worksurface
size_x = 200;
size_y = 200;
% create the worksurface
track_overlap = zeros(size_x,size_y);
% read TIF
TIF = importdata('TIF_rotary_tool.txt');
% size of the tool
s = size(TIF);
% Type of machining operation : full length or pockets
choice='full length';
% starting point of the cut
startcut=1;
% cut length along the y dimension
endpoint=size_y;
% endpoint of the cut
endcut=size_x;
fact=startcut;
c=1;
if strcmp(choice,'full length')==1
endpoint=size_y;
end
% step-over
track_distance=50;
while fact<endcut
% Left to Right side travel; Scan line motion
c=fact;d=startcut;f=startcut;
for i=1:(endpoint-startcut)
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if size_x > size_y
if c<endcut+1 && d<endcut+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b)&& track_overlap(c,d) == 0
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
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d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
else
if c<endcut+1 && d<endpoint+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b)&& track_overlap(c,d) == 0
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
end
if i == 1
d=startcut;
else
d = f;
end
c=c+1;
end
d=i+startcut;
f=d;
c=fact;
end
fact=fact+track_distance;
end
% display result
figure
surf(track_overlap)

Published with MATLAB® R2014b

C. Contour offset tool path generation algorithm
%
% Removal Simulation based on Tool Function
%
% size of the worksurface
size_x = 200;
size_y = 200;
% read TIF
TIF = importdata('TIF_rotary_tool.txt');
% size of the tool function
s = size(TIF);
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% create worksurface
track_overlap = zeros(size_x,size_y);
fact=1;
lap=1;
% step-over
track_distance=25;
while fact<=size_x/2
% Left to Right side travel
c=fact;d=fact;f=fact;
for i=lap:(size_y-s(2)+1-lap)
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if size_x > size_y
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_x+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b)&& track_overlap(c,d) == 0
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
else
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b)&& track_overlap(c,d) == 0
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
end
if i == 1
d=fact;
else
d = f;
end
c=c+1;
end
d=i+1;
f=d;
c=fact;
end
% Right end upside travel
c=fact;d=size_y-s(2)-fact;
for i=lap:(size_x-s(2)-lap)
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if size_x > size_y
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if c<size_x+1 && d<size_x+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
else
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
end
d=size_y-s(2)-fact;
c=c+1;
end
c=i+1;
%f=c;
d=size_y-s(2)-fact;
end
% Right to Leftside side travel
c=size_x-s(2)+2-fact;d=size_y-s(2)+1-fact;f=fact;
for i=lap:(size_y-s(2)-lap)
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if size_x > size_y
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_x+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
else
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
end
if i == 1
d=size_y-s(2)+1-fact;
else
d = f;
end
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c=c+1;
end
d=size_y-s(2)-i;
f=d;
c=size_x-s(2)+2-fact;
end
% Left end downside travel
c=size_x-s(2)+2-fact;d=fact;
for i=lap:(size_x-s(2)-lap)
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0 && c>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
d=fact;
c=c-1;
end
c=size_x-i;
%f=c;
d=fact;
end
fact=fact+track_distance;
lap=lap+track_distance-1;
end
% display result
figure
surf(track_overlap)

Published with MATLAB® R2014b

D. Constant overlap spiral tool path generation algorithm
%
% Removal Simulation based on Tool Function
%
% size of the worksurface
size_x = 200;
size_y = 200;
% read TIF
TIF = importdata('TIF_rotary_tool.txt');
% size of the tool function
s = size(TIF);
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% create worksurface
track_overlap = zeros(size_x,size_y);
fact=1;
lap=1;
t=0;
u=0;
% step-over
track_distance=25;
while fact<=size_x/2
if fact==1
% Left to Right side travel
c=fact;d=fact;f=fact;
for i=lap:(size_y-s(2)+1-lap)
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if size_x > size_y
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_x+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b)&& track_overlap(c,d) == 0
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
else
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b)&& track_overlap(c,d) == 0
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
end
if i == 1
d=fact;
else
d = f;
end
c=c+1;
end
d=i+1;
f=d;
c=fact;
end
else
% Left to Right side travel
if fact>=track_distance
u=lap+track_distance;
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else
u=lap;
end
c=fact;d=fact-track_distance;f=fact-track_distance;
for i=(lap-track_distance+1):(size_y-s(2)+1-u+track_distance-1)
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if size_x > size_y
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_x+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b)&& track_overlap(c,d) == 0
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
else
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b)&& track_overlap(c,d) == 0
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
end
if i == 1
d=fact-track_distance;
else
d = f;
end
c=c+1;
end
d=i+1;
f=d;
c=fact;
end
end
% Right end upside travel
c=fact;d=size_y-s(2)-fact;
for i=lap:(size_x-s(2)+1-lap)
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if size_x > size_y
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
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end
else
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
end
d=size_y-s(2)+1-fact;
c=c+1;
end
c=i+1;
%f=c;
d=size_x-s(2)+1-fact;
end
% Right to Leftside side travel
c=size_x-s(2)+2-fact;d=size_y-s(2)+1-fact;f=fact;
for i=lap:(size_y-s(2)-lap)
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if size_x > size_y
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_x+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
else
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
end
if i == 1
d=size_y-s(2)+1-fact;
else
d = f;
end
c=c+1;
end
d=size_y-s(2)-i;
f=d;
c=size_x-s(2)+2-fact;
end
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if fact>=50
t=fact-track_distance;
u=lap+track_distance;
else
t=fact;
u=lap+track_distance;
end
% Left end downside travel
c=size_x-s(2)+1-t;d=fact;
for i=lap:size_x-s(2)+1-u
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0 && c>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
d=fact;
c=c-1;
end
c=size_x-i;
%f=c;
d=fact;
end
fact=fact+track_distance;
lap=lap+track_distance-1;
end
% display result
figure
surf(track_overlap)
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E. Parallel spiral tool path generation algorithm
%
% Removal Simulation based on Tool Function
%
% size of the worksurface
size_x = 200;
size_y = 200;
% read TIF
TIF = importdata('TIF_rotary_tool.txt');
% size of the tool function
s = size(TIF);
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% create worksurface
track_overlap = zeros(size_x,size_y);
fact=1;
lap=1;
% step-over
track_distance=40;
while fact<=size_x/2
% Left to Right side travel
c=fact;d=1;f=1;
for i=1:(size_y-s(2)+1-lap)
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if size_x > size_y
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_x+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b)&& track_overlap(c,d) == 0
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
else
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b)&& track_overlap(c,d) == 0
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
end
if i == 1
d=1;
else
d = f;
end
c=c+1;
end
d=i+1;
f=d;
c=fact;
end
% Right end upside travel
c=fact;d=size_y-s(2)-fact;
for i=lap:(size_x-s(2)-lap)
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
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if size_x > size_y
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_x+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
else
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
end
d=size_y-s(2)-fact;
c=c+1;
end
c=i+1;
%f=c;
d=size_y-s(2)-fact;
end
% Right to Leftside side travel
c=size_x-s(2)+2-fact;d=size_y-s(2)+1-fact;f=1;
for i=1:(size_y-s(2)-lap)
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if size_x > size_y
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_x+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
else
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
end
if i == 1
d=size_y-s(2)+1-fact;
else
d = f;
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end
c=c+1;
end
d=size_y-s(2)-fact-i;
f=d;
c=size_x-s(2)+2-fact;
end
% Left end downside travel
c=size_x-s(2)+2-fact;d=1;
for i=1:track_distance
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0 && c>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
d=1;
c=c-1;
end
c=size_x-fact-i;
%f=c;
d=fact;
end
fact=fact+track_distance;
lap=lap+track_distance-1;
% Left to Right side travel
c=size_x-s(2)-fact;d=1;f=1;
for i=1:(size_y-s(2)+1-lap)
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if size_x > size_y
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_x+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b)&& track_overlap(c,d) == 0
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
else
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b)&& track_overlap(c,d) == 0
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
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end
end
end
end
if i == 1
d=1;
else
d = f;
end
c=c+1;
end
d=i+1;
f=d;
c=size_x-s(2)-fact;
end
% Left end downside travel
c=size_x-s(2)+1-fact;d=size_y-s(2)-fact;
for i=lap:(size_x-s(2)-lap)
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0 && c>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
d=size_y-s(2)-fact;
c=c-1;
end
c=size_x-i;
%f=c;
d=size_y-s(2)-fact;
end
% Right to Leftside side travel
c=fact;d=size_y-s(2)+1-fact;f=1;
for i=1:(size_y-s(2)-lap)
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if size_x > size_y
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_x+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
else
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
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else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
end
if i == 1
d=size_y-s(2)+1-fact;
else
d = f;
end
c=c+1;
end
d=size_y-s(2)-fact-i;
f=d;
c=fact;
end
% Left end downside travel; Side step motion on the other side
c=fact;d=1;
for i=1:track_distance
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_x+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
d=1;
c=c+1;
end
c=i+fact;
%f=c;
d=1;
end
fact=fact+track_distance;
lap=lap+track_distance-1;
end
% display result
figure
surf(track_overlap)
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APP 9
Error/Removal Calculation Algorithm
function val=peakvalue(v,delta,startpoint1,endpoint1,startpoint2,endpoint2)
% Detect peaks from the surface and compute error/total removal
%
% val = peakvalue(v,delta,startpoint1,endpoint1,startpoint2,endpoint2)
%
find the local maxima and minima(peaks and valleys)in the surface V
%
and returns the ratio of error to the total removal as output
% V= SURFACE TO BE CONSIDERED
% STARTPOINT1 AND STARTPOINT2 = STARTPOINT FOR THE OBSERVATION OF PEAKS
%
FROM THE SURFACE IN EITHER DIRECTION
% ENDPOINT1 AND ENDPOINT2 = ENDPOINT FOR THE OBSERVATION OF PEAKS FROM THE
%
SURFACE IN EITHER DIRECTION
%
A point is considered a maximum peak if it has the maximal
%
value, and was preceded (to the left) by a value lower by
%
DELTA.
% Highest peak obtained from the surface is considered as the error
l=size(v);
if nargin < 3
startpoint1=10;
endpoint1=l(1)-10;
startpoint2=10;
endpoint2=l(2)-10;
end
pks=v(:); % Just in case v is not a proper vector
% Default values for maximum and minimum
mx=-Inf;
mn=Inf;
% Finding peak value
for j=startpoint1:endpoint1
for k=startpoint2:endpoint2
this=v(j,k);
if this > mx && this~=0
mx=this;
end
if this < mn && this~=0
mn=this;
end
if this > (mn+delta)
mx=this;
end
if this < (mx-delta)
mn=this;
end
end
end
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% Total removal
total=min(pks);
% Error
range=total-mx;
% Error to the removal ratio
val=range/total;
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APP 10
Rotation of TIF with contour offset motion
%
% Removal Simulation based on Tool Function
% Rotation of Tool influence function
%
% size of the worksurface
size_x = 200;
size_y = 200;
% read TIF
TIF = importdata('TIF_rotary_tool.txt');
% size of the tool function
s = size(TIF);
% create worksurface
track_overlap = zeros(size_x,size_y);
fact=1;
lap=1;
% step-over
track_distance=50;
while fact<=size_x/2
% Left to Right side travel
% Normal position of tool influence function
c=fact;d=fact;f=fact;
for i=lap:(size_y-s(2)+1-lap)
% Normal position of TIF
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if size_x > size_y
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_x+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b)&& track_overlap(c,d) == 0
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
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end
end
else
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b)&& track_overlap(c,d) == 0
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
end
if i == 1
d=fact;
else
d = f;
end
c=c+1;
end
d=i+1;
f=d;
c=fact;
end
% Right end upside travel
% Tool influence function rotated
c=fact;d=size_y-s(1)-fact;
for i=lap:(size_x-s(2)-lap)
% TIF is rotated
for a=1:s(2)
for b=1:s(1)
if size_x > size_y
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_x+1 && d>0
if TIF(b,a) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(b,a);
d=d+1;
end
end
else
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(b,a) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(b,a);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
end
d=size_y-s(1)-fact;
c=c+1;
end
c=i+1;
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%f=c;
d=size_y-s(1)-fact;
end
% Right to Leftside side travel
% Tool influence function rotated
c=size_x-s(2)+2-fact;d=size_y-s(2)+1-fact;f=fact;
for i=lap:(size_y-s(2)-lap)
% TIF rotated back to the initial position
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if size_x > size_y
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_x+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
else
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
end
if i == 1
d=size_y-s(2)+1-fact;
else
d = f;
end
c=c+1;
end
d=size_y-s(2)-i;
f=d;
c=size_x-s(2)+2-fact;
end
% Left end downside travel
% Tool influence function rotated
c=size_x-s(1)+2-fact;d=fact;
for i=lap:(size_x-s(2)-lap)
% Rotation of TIF
for a=1:s(2)
for b=1:s(1)
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0 && c>0
if TIF(b,a) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(b,a);
d=d+1;
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end
end
end
d=fact;
c=c-1;
end
c=size_x-i;
%f=c;
d=fact;
end
fact=fact+track_distance;
lap=lap+track_distance-1;
end
% display result
figure
surf(track_overlap)
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APP 11
Reduction in pressure with constant overlap spiral motion
%
% Removal Simulation based on Tool Function
%
% size of the worksurface
size_x = 200;
size_y = 200;
% Initial or starting pressure and speed
pressure=10;
speed=10;
TIF_generation_rotary_toolforPad(pressure,speed);
% read TIF
TIF = importdata('TIF_rotary_tool.txt');
% size of the tool function
s = size(TIF);
% create worksurface
track_overlap = zeros(size_x,size_y);
fact=1;
lap=1;
t=0;
u=0;
% step-over
track_distance=50;
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count=0;
% Min allowable pressure
pmin=1;
% Finding the steps of increment of pressure
while fact<=size_x/2
fact=fact+track_distance;
count=count+1;
end
lead=(pressure-pmin)/count;
fact=1;
while fact<=size_x/2
% Pressure reduction by steps=lead
if pressure>=pmin
pressure=pressure-lead;
speed=10;
TIF_generation_rotary_toolforPad(pressure,speed);
TIF=importdata('TIF_rotary_tool.txt');
else
pressure=pmin;
speed=10;
TIF_generation_rotary_toolforPad(pressure,speed);
TIF=importdata('TIF_rotary_tool.txt');
end
if fact==1
% Left to Right side travel
c=fact;d=fact;f=fact;
for i=lap:(size_y-s(2)+1-lap)
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if size_x > size_y
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_x+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b)&& track_overlap(c,d) == 0
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
else
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b)&& track_overlap(c,d) == 0
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
end
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if i == 1
d=fact;
else
d = f;
end
c=c+1;
end
d=i+1;
f=d;
c=fact;
end
else
% Left to Right side travel
if fact>=track_distance
u=lap+track_distance;
else
u=lap;
end
c=fact;d=fact-track_distance;f=fact-track_distance;
for i=(lap-track_distance+1):(size_y-s(2)+1-u+track_distance-1)
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if size_x > size_y
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_x+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b)&& track_overlap(c,d) == 0
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
else
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b)&& track_overlap(c,d) == 0
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
end
if i == 1
d=fact-track_distance;
else
d = f;
end
c=c+1;
end
d=i+1;
f=d;
c=fact;
end
end
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% Right end upside travel
c=fact;d=size_y-s(2)-fact;
for i=lap:(size_x-s(2)+1-lap)
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if size_x > size_y
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
else
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
end
d=size_y-s(2)+1-fact;
c=c+1;
end
c=i+1;
%f=c;
d=size_x-s(2)+1-fact;
end
% Right to Leftside side travel
c=size_x-s(2)+2-fact;d=size_y-s(2)+1-fact;f=fact;
for i=lap:(size_y-s(2)-lap)
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if size_x > size_y
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_x+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
else
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
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end
end
end
if i == 1
d=size_y-s(2)+1-fact;
else
d = f;
end
c=c+1;
end
d=size_y-s(2)-i;
f=d;
c=size_x-s(2)+2-fact;
end
if fact>=50
t=fact-track_distance;
u=lap+track_distance;
else
t=fact;
u=lap+track_distance;
end
% Left end downside travel
c=size_x-s(2)+1-t;d=fact;
for i=lap:size_x-s(2)+1-u
for a=1:s(1)
for b=1:s(2)
if c<size_x+1 && d<size_y+1 && d>0 && c>0
if TIF(a,b) == 0
d=d+1;
else
track_overlap(c,d) = track_overlap(c,d)+TIF(a,b);
d=d+1;
end
end
end
d=fact;
c=c-1;
end
c=size_x-i;
%f=c;
d=fact;
end
fact=fact+track_distance;
lap=lap+track_distance-1;
end
% display result
figure
surf(track_overlap)
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